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INTRODUCTION
Questions concerning the nature of mind bave p d e d philosophers for centuries.
Consider how min& or mental phenomena cause bodily actions or how bodily actions
cause mental phenomena? For example, how rnight the intention to raise your ami

produce an a m mising action? In asking ourselves these questions we corne face to face

with the central problem within the philosophy of min& the mind-body problem.
Answers to this problem of causation have been divided since the time of Descartes. The
most prominent camp, materialism, has attempted to bridge the mind-body gap with a
largely physicalist approach Materialisrn views mental phenomena as ultimately physical

in nature. Thus, the apparent problem of mental-physical causation or physical-mental
causation disappears leaving normal occurrences of physical-physical causationSomething which confirms both the laws of physics and an overall scientific world view.
Among those who oppose this view is the philosopher John Searle. It is his
contention that obvious facts about our own experiences prevent the strict matenalist
stance accepted by most. Subjectivity, in his words, descnbes that part of mentality
which is over and above the physical. The physical realm might indeed be responsible for
mental phenomena but it is not thereafter reducible to it. In itself mentality describes an
ontologically distinct category which can in no way be ignored or reduced away by
matenalism. Searle's formal attempt at overthrowing materialism comes in the form of

his highly publicized Chinese room argument. Here Searle focuses his attack on the
extremist position of strong artificial intelligence, a strain of fhctionalism proper. It is

this philosophical exchange which is of the greatest interest to me. 1therefore take this
thesis to be, strictly speaking, a defense of strong artificial intelligence against the

arguments of John Searle. More generally it can be viewed as an endorsement of
functionaiism as a competent theory of mind
What reasons exkt for advocating the position of strong AI fkom within

materiaiism? Histoncaily, fùnctionalism can be Mewed as remedying problems faced by
earlier materialist attempts at solving the ontological question of mind As way of
background for the succeeding Searle-strong AI debate chapter 1 serves to show
firnctionalimi's place within the materialist tradition. Defects in both analytical
behaviorism and type identity theory, earlier materialist attempts, pave the way for a
more qualified theory of mind; hence, the emergence of fûnctionalism. From here the
more radical position of strong AI is forwarded as a logical outcome of present research
programs within the cognitive sciences. It is apparently because of such programs that
Searle minirnally takes strong AI to be comprised of the following three problematic
claims: (1)Mental states are nothing but program states where ninning the appropriate
program is sufficient for mentality, (2) The neurophysiology of the brain is irrelevant to
the production of mentality, (3) The Turuig test is an inFalIible guide for attributing
mentality to othen.
Searle's forma1attack on the position of strong AI cornes fiom his now famous

Chinese room argument. Chapter 2 is designed to serve as an analysis of Searle's
argument Based on what he believes strong AI entails Searle creates a thought
experiment designed to show both the fallibility and inadequacy of the conditions strong
AI employ in making attributions of mentality. Specifically, running the appropriate

program coupled with behavioral indistinguishability fiom a native speaker fail as
su&cient conditions of understanding. The reason king îhat these conditions l a v e out

an essential component of understanding, semantics. And we know this, according to
Searle, in a very basic and prima1 way- our intuitions tell us. The problem for Searle is
that intuitions are almost always theory-laden Therefore, given a different theory of

semantics or understanding the possibility exists that one might produce intuitions
conter to those of Searle. The main criticism of Searle's argument is that it is not
representaîive of strong AI'S position. If we are able to make amendments to Searle's
Chinese rwm based on strong Ai's beliefs regarding semantics, then there is no question
that counterintuitions can be produced Such is the effect of the three most common

responses to Searle: The systems reply, The robot reply, and The Chinese gym. What all
three of these confim is Searle's need for a stronger argument to overthrow the position
of strong AI.

The argument which Searle ulùmately relies upon is his causal powers argument
From the fact that the human brain produces intentionality by way of its causal powea
Searle deduces the necessity of powers equivalent to those of the brain for subsequent
instances of intentionality. Despite the invalidity move an obvious question emergeswhat prevents artificial systems with the appropriate causal powers fiom possessing
intentionality? Using strong AI'S favorite example of the computer Searle's hardware and
program arguments serve to block any source strong AI might appeal to for the necessary
causal powers. I therefore take my final chapter to be an attempt at showing how strong

Ai might get around the dilemma Searle has constructed for them. Particularly, I argue
that Searle's hardware argument is flawed to the extent that it is founded on a strawman
version of strong AI. Once Searle's inaccuracies have been revealed it is easy enough to
dismiss Searle's daim that strong Ai has nowhere to appeal to for the necessary causal
powen. The fact is that strong AI can appeal to the hardware of a system while
simdtaneously endoning the tenets of fhctionalism. And while some help is needed
fiom the pnnciple of naturalism in the end 1 show that Searle fails to rnake a convincing
case against strong AL

CHAPTER 1
Since the seventeenth cenhiry philosophers of mind have primarily focused on two
irrterrelated questiom. Initially, with the help of philosophers like Rene Descartes, there
arose wfiat has corne to be known as the problem of causation or the mind-body
probleml. This can be expressed by the question- How do minds causally relate to

bodies? However, attempts to answer this question quickly revealed a more firndarnental
question concerning ontology. It soon became evident that solutions to the problem of
causation were contingent upon the larger ontological question- What is the essence of

mind? This is in fact the more important of the two questions since an answer to it could
provide an answer to the former. Once we reved the nature of mind this will give u s

insight into how minds cause actions as well as how bodily actions relate to our mental
activity. Thus, as a result of this contingency and in keeping with the current literature
the question of ontology will serve as the backdrop for what follows.
Before advancing M e r it would be prudent to place our original concem into the
modem vocabulary. The fact is that much of the current literature speaks little of the

mind,but rather of mental state types2. The link between the two consists in the widely
held belief that minds are nothing more than the sum of their mental states3. With this
switch in tenninology our original question now becomes- What is the essential nature of

Rene Descartes, "Meditations on First Philosophy" in
to Locke. T.V.
Smith and M. Grene, ed (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1940).
For the purposes of my thesis I will take 'mental states' to be synonymous with both
mental events and mental processes. Aithough there is indeed a distinction to be made
among the various types it is not a distinction 1wish to be concerned with at the present.
There is an additional problem of consciousness involved here. Some believe it to be a
l

*

property of our mental states while others feel it is an addition to.

mental state 'types'? or to put it more wlloquiai1y- What is common to al1 instances of
mental state types in vimie of wtiich thq.are mental states of that type? Notice the
emphasis placed on the term "types". It is important for our purposes to be clear about its

meaning. The best way to do so is to contrast it with the notion of mental state tokens. A
mental state token designates a particular mental state, the instance of which occurs in a
certain place at a certain t h e . Mental state types on the other hand refer to kinds or
categories of mental states and not to any particular mental state. If we take the example
of the mental state 'pain' we can easily see the difference between types and tokens.
Consider the following four pains: Jeny's pain, Elaine's pain, George's pain, and Krarner's

pain When we apply the definitions of type and token we can determine that there are
four mental state tokens, but only one mental state type. There are four people with four
numerically distinct instances of the mental state 'pain', but as it tums out each individual

has the same type of mental state, namely, the state of pain Hence, the most interesting
philosophical question deals not with the nature of a particular mental state, rather it
deals with the essential nature or commonaiity between mental states of a specified type.
We do not, for instance, wish to know the nature of Krameis pain when he hean Mary

Hartls voice on December 25th 1995 at 3:OOpm. Instead, we want to find out what the
cornmon link between each of r(ramer's pains is, be them induced by Mary Hart's voice
or a brick falling on his foot. What in fact makes them a11 instances of the same mental
state? What makes them al1 'pains'? We are trying to distinguish two quite different
identity questions here. One deals with particular mental states or tokens, the other with

mental state types or kinds. The crucial point to keep in focus is that answers to each of
the identity questions neeû not correspond. That is, an answer to the question- What is

the nature of pain x? may be different fiom an answer to the more general question-

What is the nature of pain4? When philosophers speak of the essential nature of mental
states they are making reference to that something which al1 mental states of a parricular

type have in cornmon. We often refer to this as the essence of a mental state or its

definhg feature. What is king made reference to is the unchanging characteristic@)of a
mental state. that which allows it to be categorized under a larger heading, the heading of
mental state type. This is the question which most theories within the philosophy of mind
have turned to, a question concerning the essential nature of mental state types. From this
point on our basic ontological question will reflect not mincis. but mental state types.
Solutions to our ontological wony can generally be divided into one of two broad
categones: duaiist theories of mind and materialist theories of mind Aithough dualism
cornes in two varieties, substance and property, both are cornmitted to the thesis that the
nature of mental state types resides in something non-physical and irreducible. As a result

an andysis of mental state types is forever beyond the %opeof natural sciences like
physics, neuropsychology, and cornputer science. According to dualism reality consists of
two distinct substances(or properties in the case of property dualism), one which has
spatial extension and location, the other which does not, neither of which can be
understood in terms of the othes. In contrast to dualism rnaterialist theories of mind
claim that reality consists of only one kind of substance- matter. This monist position is
typified by the belief that everyihing which exists is physical, that is, extended in both
space and time6. Since d l of reality is physical it is the contention of matenalism that

It might be the case that pain x is identical to brain state y, but that pain z is not.
Therefore, an answer to the more generai of the ontological questions could not involve
reference to bmin states though a solution to the question of tokens might.
An exception to this statement is the property dualist's claim that mental events can be
spatially located in the brain.
The only exception to this involves entities such as sets, properties, and numben which
some materiaiists define as non-material and non-mental.

non-physical uiings like souk, mincis, or mental states either do not exist(ie- are fictions)
or are actually physical in nature(ie- reducible to the physical). Contmy to dualism they

deny the existence of any irreducible mental phenomena in the world
As you might expect the correct theory of mental states will corne out of one of
these two broader categories. However, each category contains a number of different

theones from which one must ultimately choose. Thus, our decision is perhaps more

complex than we fint imagined. Dualism itself can be m e r subdivided into substance
dualism and property dualism. The same holds true of materialism, where we can

distinguish between four alternative theones. These are analytical behaviorism, type
identity theory, token identity theory/fimctionalism7,and eliminative materialism

respectively. Each one of these theones takes the nature of mental state types to be
something unique, though where îhey dl agree is in the belief that this nature is either
itself physicai or that ou. mental ternis can be fomulated, without loss of meaning, into
statements about publicly observable physical objects and activities. In the end we are
left with no less than six answers to our original ontological question8. It is fiom these
that we must ultimately choose the correct theory of reality as it pertains to mental state

types. Our decision will be based on both ernpirical and supra-empirical virtues. A choice

must be made for the most reasonable theory based not only on the empincalkcientific
evidence available at the time but also on factors such as explanatory power, predictive
power, coherence, and degree of simplicity. Granted some factors will have more weight

The reason for grouping these two together is the fact that token identity theory, taken
in isolation, does not constitute a theory of mental state types. Most token identity
theorists are led to bctionalism as a way of answering our initial ontological question. 1
group the two theories together as a result of this need
There are in fact more than six since some of the theones can be viewed as categories
and therefore furtber subdivided. However, as a fim gloss to the problem these continue
to be the theones with the most exposure in the literature.

than others in oui decision malang process, but noue can be exctuded without
compromising the integrity of the standards we use to evaluate thwries.
As a starting point for the remainder of my thesis 1 will çtraightforwardly state that

as fa-as theories of mind are rxncemed I favor the materialist theory known as
fûnctionalism. Now obviously there are reasons why 1 hold this view, why 1believe
fiinctionalism to be the best theory given the evidenceg. But let me immediately point out
that it is not the aim of this work to defend fùnctionalism against al1 cornpethg theories
of mind Nor can 1be expected to deal wiîh the entire pool of objections cntics have

raiseci against fbctionalism. Rather my concem will be restricted to the defense of a
particular fom of fitnctionalism against a particdar objection I will defend strong
artificial intelligence(hereafter strong AI) against John Searle's Chinese room argument.

It shall be my contention that Searle's argument fails to support its conclusion, narnely,
that programs are not sufficient to instill a system with intentionality. If this can be
achieved and barring another argument to the contrary, then 1will at the very least have
shown both that the possibility remains for machines to have mental states and also that
fiinctionaIism is a viable theory of mind. This task is the rnotivating force behind what
follows.

The f~ step towards a defense of strong Ai is an explication of just what it
entails, but before we can do this an understanding of functionalisrn as a general category
is needed. Once here we can isolate strong AI by differentiating it h m other respective
functionalist theones. Perhaps the best method of introducing functionalisrn is in
showing how it solves the problems inherent in other materialist theories. Part of the
charm of hctionalism and indeed its strength over other materialist theories lies in the

fact that it is often forwarded as a solution to the shortcomings of those materialist

Remember that reasons here may be of two kinds- empincal and supraempincal.

theories which preaded it . Here I am specifically referhg to analytical behaviorism
and type identity theory. I now turn to each of these as a way of initially capturing the
plausibility of fiuictionalism.
One of the earliest matendist attempts at solving the rnind-body problem was
analytical behaviorismlO.Udike most matenalist theories behaviorism is not a theory
about the inner nature of mental states, rather it is a theory concened with the analysis of
our mental concepts1l. The motivation behind this type of methodology stems from the
Wittgensteinian idea that most philosophical problems are the result of a confusion in our
language. Solutions, therefore, are brought about by an analysis of the language in which

the problem is expressed Ln this case analysis reveaied what most logical positivists of
the time already knew, namely, that "the meaning of any sentence was ultimately a
matter of the observable circurnstances that would tend to verify or confimi it"12. Here
verification came in the form of behavior. On this mode1 talk of mental states is just a
shorthand way of talking about potential patterns of behavior. That is, "sentences in the
translation will be hypothetical in form[if-then statements], because the mental
phenornena in question consid not of actual occurring patterns of behavior, but rather of
dispositions to behavior" 13. To get an idea of just how behavionsm might translate a
mental state sentence take as an example the sentence- Billy beiieves the boogie man is
out to get him'. Behaviorists might claim that a mental state sentence such as this means
or is equivalent in meaning to the following list of hypotheticals14:

l0 Many philosophers including John Searle refer to this as logical behaviorism.
l1 Behaviorism is a matenalist theory in the eyes of Searle because it tries to reduce the

mental to physical\observable behavior.
Revised ed. (Cambridge: MIT Press,
l2 Paul M. Churchland, Marier
1990), p. 23.
Rediscoverv of the(Cambridge: MIT Press, 1992), p. 33.
l 3 John Searle,
l4 Since 1created this example I do not expect every behaviorist to agree with either the
type or nurnber of conditionals listed

1) IfBilly was asked whether or not the boogie man was out to get him, then

he would answer yes.

2) If confronteci by the boogie man, then Billy would nin.
3) If given a choice between meeting the boogie man or Julia Childs, then

Billy would pick Julia

Notice here that neither the antecedent nor the consequent clause involves any reference
to mental phenornena What the behaviorist has done is to define mental terms
completely in tenns of observable behavior, thus showing that there is nothing especially
mysterious or irreducible about them.
Technically behaviorism falls prey to a number of objections. Two in particulsr are
worth mentioning, since it is these which functionalisrn evades. First, due to the fact that
behaviorists are fictionalists about the mentd5 al1 reference to the causal powen a
mental(non-physical) state might have are eliminated. As a result a behavioral analysis of
the mental state 'pain' is forced to leave out the notion that pains cause behavior. Initially

this seerns ha& Intuitively we al1 still believe mental states, no matter what they turn

out to be, are causally effecacious. Behaviorism, however, fails to capture this
intuitiod6.

A larger problem for behaviorism centers around the task of concept analysis. Ln
many instances behaviorists were forced to employ mental terms in defining mental
temd7. Take our original sentence- 'Billy believes the boogie man is out to get him'.
Recall that our translation took the form of three hypotheticals. Note, however, that our
hypotheticals will only be correct if we assume certain things about Billy. For it to be the
case that hypothetical#2 is correct one of îhe assumptions we must make is that Billy

lS

In truth, behaviorists collapse mental states into behavior.
of the
p. 35)
ConsciouSnesS. p. 24-5)

l6 (Searle: -ovep
l7 (Churchland:

M e v a that d

g is a way of avoiding confkontation with the boogie man. This

assumption, however, rnakes reference to another of Biiifs mental stateihis beliefs),
something the behaviorist was shictiy trying to avoid And even if behaviorists find some
way of contending with this assumption still more can be brought foMmrd hother

assumption we rnust make is that Billy achially fears the boogie man. If it tums out that
Billy does not fear the boogie man, then he might not rnind meeting him, but if this is the
case hypothetical#3 is in trouble. With this it would seem that behaviorisrn is saddled

with an alrnost non-eliminable reference to mental states in ûying to define mental states.

In the end this proved to be a fatal flaw for behavionsrn in that it failed to provide a
purely physical account of our mental concepts.
As a result of numerous defects in analytical behaviorism many matenalists went

in search of a less problematic theory of mind. They found it in type identity theory. Type
identity's ceneal daim is that each type of mental state is numerically identical to some

type of physical state within the brain or central nervous system(CNS), that mental states

are nothing but neurophysiological states. Furthemore, it is their contention that this
identity is of a contingent, synthetic, empincal nature in that we discover its truth through
scientific inve~ti~ation'~.
Examples of other empirical identities serve to model the kind
of reduction type identity theon'sts are after. Historically successfùl reductions like that of
water to H20 and that of light to electromagnetic waves illustrate the macro-micro
reduction type identity theorists believe mental states will undergo. For an explanation by
example take the mental state type 'pain'. Type identity theorists envision a reduction of
pain to some specific pattern of neurophysiological behavior. It may tum out that pain is

identical to the firing of C-fiber #35. What this means is that for someone to have a pain
they wodd have to be in this particular brain state, one which is common to al1 people

l Unlike behaviorism which was a semantic thesis type identity is an ontologicai thesis.

who have pains. Thus, what Jerry's, George's, Elaine's, and Kramets ppains al1 have in
comrnon or what makes them al1 instances of that particular mental state is that they ail

share the same physical state. Just which physical state this in fact is will be revealed
through empirical investigation.

One of the primary advantages for making this type of identity daim was its
avoidauce of certain objections against behavionsm. Though approving of behaviorism's
materialist stance, type identity proved to be a stronger theory on a number of fronts. The
problem of mental causation is one such example. Recall that behaviorism's collapse of
mental states into behaviord states lefi no room for an account of mental causation.
However, if mental states are in fact physicd states, as type identity claims they are, and

type identity is an ontological rather than a semantic thesis, then it wodd seem that the
concept of mental causation is as rich as the concept of physical causation Intuitively we
have no problem conceptualizing how mental States might cause behavior if those mental
states turn out in the end to be physical. Unlike behaviorism, type identity c m hold

mental states to be causalfy effecacious in the production of behavior since mental states

are nothing more than physical states. In this regard type identity was seen as an
hprovement over behaviorism.

Though it is clear that type identity solved some of the problems behaviorists
encountered they did so at the expense of creating some of their own Perhaps the most
devastahg objection against type identity was the charge of neuronal chau~inisrn~~.
It
claims that it is unreasonable to expect every type of mental state to be identical with a
type of physical state. It is unlikely, for example, that every instance of the mental -te
'pain' is identicai with oniy one type of neurophysiological state of the brain. For even if it

I9

N d Block, "Troubles with Functionalism" in mots -in . .
-P
9, C.W. Savage, ed. (Minneapolis: Univ. of Minnesota Press, 1978)

tums out that a i i human pains are identical with one type of neurophysiological

configuration, we do not want to exclude the possibility that in other species, perhaps
cats or dogs, there are pains with a quite different configuration Surely its the case that

my cat Misty feels pain when 1accidentally step on her tail even if her physical state is
different f b m mine when 1 am in pain What we must conclude f?om this is that- "by
s p e c i w g the scientific natures of mental states as narrowly as they did, the identity
theorist placed indefensibly strong wnstraints on the biology of any entity that was to be
admitted as a possible subject of mental states or events, and so became a species
chau~inist"~~.
Though the= are other criticisms of type identity21 this is the most
significant since it leads directiy into token identity/fiuictionalism.
A weaker form of the identity theory and one which gets around the problem of

neuronal chauvinism, while still presenhg the underlying motivation of materialism, is
token identity theory. According to the token identity theoria no longer do we require
every mental type to be identical to a physicai type, rather every mental token must be
identical to a physical token It is enough on this view merely for every instance of a
mental state to coincide with a physical state, no matter what that physical state is. The
advantage of a liberal view of îhis sort is that is does not rule out the Iogical possibility of
species other than humans having mental states, something type identity was guilty of
Thus, with token identity not only is it possible for Misty the cat to be in pain, but it now
becomes a distinct possibility for species with quite different physiologies from o u ,

perhaps Martians with silicon based braias, to have mental states. But there is a problem
here. One of the consequences of token identity theory is that it allows for the possibility

20 William G.Lycan,

T o m , Function, and Feel," 3he Joui of P

h

u 78, (January

1981), p. 25-6.
21 The most publicized of which is S a d Kripke's modal argument found in his

"Namingand Necessityn.

1971 work

that two people c d d both be feeling pain yet be in completely different physical states.

nie oniy requirernent is that their mental state be identical to a neurophysiological state
of the brai& but surely this is d t e r e s t i n g to our original ontological worry. Given the
thesis of token identity one is lead, if not by curiosity, then by philosophical motivation,
to question what it is about these two different physical states that allows them to be
categorized under the larger heading of 'pain'. Note that in asking this question we are
referring not to mental tokens, but to mental types, the topic of our initial inquiry. As a
result of this deficiency token identity theorists answered the question of mental types the
only way they could, they reverted back to a r e l a t i ~ n aaccount
l ~ ~ of the mental. It is at
this point that we see the emergence of functiodism as an alternative theory of mind.
According to fÙnctionalim, the essentid or defining feature of any type of mental
state is the set of causal relations it bean to (I)environmental effects on the system, (2)

other types of mental states, and (3) behavior. That is, mental state types are defined not
by what they are, but rather by their causal role in the Iife of an organism, as

intermediaries in the causal chain comecting stimulus to response. On this account the

mental type 'pain', for example, might be chanicterized functionally as that thing which is
caused by darnage to the system, which itself causes anger and distress, and which results
in pain behavior such as the seeking of medical attention Consequently, whatever plays
this functional role for the system is deemed to be, by definition, the mental state pain
An important aspect of this relational approach is that mental state types can be
recognized and classifiai independently of theu physical constitution. As a result,
fiuictiondists are completely ne-1

on the question of instantiation, allowing a specific

role to be realized by either a mental or a physical entity. That being said it is almost

*

A relational account of the mental can be defined as one which takes into acwunt an
organism's system of causal relations of which mental Nites are a part.

always the case that fiuictionalists are also advocates of token physicalismu. Arguing
dong these lines the philosopher David Lewis writes- "since it is in fact a physical state

in al1 known cases which occupies the causal role correspondhg to a fllnctional state
such as 'pain', the functional view must lead us to believe that pains are physical
t h i n g ~ "The
~ ~ .truth is that most hctiondists are willing to accept token identity as a
theory concerning individual mental states, denying only that what al1 mental states have
in cornmon is a physical state. What al1 mental states of a particular type have in
common is their role in a system's causal economy, a role played, they believe, by a
physical state. On the other han& non-materiakt functionalists such as Jeny Fodor and
Hilary Putnam believe "that the occupant of that causal role need not necessarily be
physical: at least it does not follow from the principles of fiuictionalism as such, that it

has to be. For the broadminded functionalist, the sarne causal role could, in principle, be
filled by a physical state, an ineducibly mental or 'spirihial' state, or some other kind of
state of which we have no c ~ n c e p t i o n "Whichever
~~.
side one chooses, whether
materialist or non-matenalist, the central tenet of hctionaiism remains- mental state

types are to be equated with the huictional states of a system
Up until this point it have been my aim to show how functionalism fits into the
ontological debate surrounding the mind. In so doing fiuictionalism was presented as the
logical progression to earlier materialist theories of mind Here 1referred to the fact that
fiuictionalism avoided many of the problems inherent in both behaviorism and type
identity. So far, I have introduced a generic fonn of functionalism, one 1expect al1
varîeties of fiinctionalism would agree to. However, functionalism, as described above,

This is certainly the reason I group the two theories of mind together.
24 Geofney Brown, M
i
n
d
s
.
(New York: St. Martin's Press, 1989),
p. 85.
25 (Brown: Minds.pp- 8585-6)

can be broken d o m M e r still. Though each theory is committed to the fundamental
belief that mental states are hctional states some differ with respect to how these states

are to be specified while others concem themselves with what follows from such a
cornmitment. In order to pinpoint the type of fiinctionalisrn which will be the focus for
the remainder of the thesis it will be usefùl to distinguish between the various forms.
Consequently, we may divide functiomlisrn into four separate theories: Folk
psychological fhctionalism, Psychofùnctionalism, Turing machine functionalism, and
strong AI. The reason for making these distinctions is quite simple in that 1intend to

show how strong AI stems ffom other fonns of functionalism. If this is possible 1 will
have isolated the exact position John Searle discredits by way of his Chinese room
argument it is only after this task has been accomplished that 1can present a defense of
strong AI.
Folk psychological hctionalism(hereafter FP functionalism) is a position
characterized and set apart fiom other foms of fiiactionalism by its use of a Rarnsey
sentence. Amibutable to the philosopher David Lewis,FP functionalism, like analythd
behaviorism, is a semantic thesis concemed not with the ontological status of mental
states, but with how we obtain the meaning of our mental terms. It is FP fiinctionalimi's

belief that beneath our mental concepts there lies a folk psychological theory, one which
provides our tems with meaning. By folk psychological theory they envision not a
scientific theory but one which reflects cornmon knowledge? It is because this theory

makes reference to the causal relations of mental states that it enables us to hctionally
define our mental terms. How might such a theory be constnicted?Lewis in his paper

26 How one decides what is common is up

for debate. On one constnüil common
knowledge is the result of a priori psychology. On another the FP theory contains only
analytic platitudes.

nPsychophysicaiand Theoretical Identification" views the process as the collection of
platitudes. He writes-

Think of cornmonsense psychology as a tem-introducing scientific theory,
though one invented long before there was any such institution as
professional science. Collect al1 the platitudes you can think of regarding the

causal relations of mental states, sensory stimuli, and motor responses.

Perhaps we c m think ofthem as having the form: When someonc is in
so-and-so combination of mental states and receives sensory stimuli of such
and such kind, he tends with so-and-so probability to be caused thereby to go
into so-and-so mental states and produce su-and-so motor responses. Include
oniy platitudes which are common knowledge among us- everyone knows

thern,everyone knows that everyone else h o w s them, and so on. For the
meanings of our words are common knowledge, and 1 am going to daim that
names of mental states derive their meanings from these platitudes2'.
Once we have our folk psychological theory in place it becomes easy to functionally

define our mental state tems. But is there not the behaviorist problem of circularity here?
How is it that mental tems can be defmed without reference to other mental states given

our theory allows for the possibility of mental causation?

To escape the charge of circularity FP bctionalism employs what has corne to be
hown as the k s - R a m s e y ~ e c h n i q u eThe
~ ~ .basic procedure involves the
transfomation of our folk psychological theory into what Lewis calls a Rarnsey sentence.
To get the Rarnsey sentence of our psychological th-

we must first replace the mental

*' David Lewis,"Psychophysicaland Theoretical Identifications," Australasian JO-

philoso& 50, (1 972). p. 255.

Sydney Shoemaker, "Some Varieties of Fmctionalism," -12,
(Spring 1981). p. 93.
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terms, but not the input and output temis, with variables. For example, we might replace

al1 occurrences of the mental tenn 'pain' with the variable 'x'. Next, for each type of
variable used we would p r e k the entire sentence with an existentid quantifier to
designate the existence of that particular mental state. To illustrate this transformation
more clearly let us take the very simple folk psychological theory that pain is caused by
lacerations to the skin and causes anger and the emission of loud noises, and anger, in
tum,causes ami flailing. Given this theory we rnight construct the following Rarnsey
sentence: ExEy(x is c a w d by lacerations to the skin and causes y and the emission of
loud noises and y causes ann flailing). What we have signified by this transformation is
that "there is a set of states satisfjmg the [aboveJ open sentence which results fiom the

replacement of the psychological ternis in the original theory by variables"29. Thus, nom
our Ramsey sentence we would be able to define pain in a noncircular way, something

which eluded behaviorism. Pain would be defined as that thing which is caused by
lacerations to the skïn and which causes y and the emission of loud noises. Here we have
defined the mental state 'pain' in tenns of its causal relations, but without reference to
other mystenous mental states. Thus, FP Functionalism succeeds in giving a non-circular
hctional account of our mental concepts.
A position closely associated with FP fiuictionalism is ~sychofunctionalism~~.

Viewed primarily as an ontolo@calrather than a semantic thesis Psychohctionalism

differs fiom FP fiinctionalism with respect to the origin of its funaional identities.
Whereas FP functionalism believed the identities of mental states to be the resdt of
cornmon-sense platitudes&ewis' view) it is Psychofunctionalism's feeling that identities

p. 93)
30 Ned Block in his papa "Troubles with Functionalism" distinguishes between hvo main
varieties of fiinctionalism- Functionalism and Psychofiinctionalisrn- where he takes
Functionalism to mean FP fhctionalism.
29 (Shoemaker: "Some Varieties of Functionalism",

will sprout fiom o u .best scientific hypotheses. Accorduig to Psychofünctionalism the
ontology of mental States should be determined not by a priori psychology, but by

empirical psychology. Their reason for making this claim is twofold F h t , insofar as FP
fimctionaiism envisions a wmrnoa-sense theory wmprised of analytic or conceptual
truths conceming the fiinctional identities of mental states3I it is viewed to be mealistic.

At least some of the identities in our Folk Psychologicai theory are of the synthetic
variety, after al1 it is a theory. Even Lewis himself was not naive enough to believe such a

narrow view as this, leaving room for the possibility of both analytic and synthetic

seem then that FP fiinctionaIism viewed in this guise is far too
s t a t e m e n t ~It~ would
~.
simplistic. However, does this alone warrant a move to Psychofbnctio~lisrn?Not
necessarily, even if we reject an ontological theory based solely on analytic propositions

as king unrealistic we are still left with Lewis' mixed version Surely we can use a
theory of this type in determining the meanings of our mental ternis. The worry for the
Psychofunctionalist in this case lies in the fallibility of the synthetic statements contained
in the theory. If one of these statements hims out to be contradicted by scientific
evidence, then the mental terrns modeled upon it will be non-refemng and meam'ngless.

The legitimacy of this fear lies in the fact that these synthetic statements are the product
of a priori reasoning and not scientific investigation In creating a theory of functional
identities based upon scientific fmidings, argues the Psychofirnctionalist, we are ensuring
a more rigorous and diable means of defining our mental terms. Somethùig which W

fiinctionalism does not guarantee.

31 Many philosophers including Ned Block and Sydney Shoemaker believe FP

fûnctionalism to be the view that mentai term definitions are the result of employing the
Lewis-Ramsey technique on a theory made up of analytic statements gathered a priori.
32(Shoemaker: "Some Varieties of Functiodism", p. 104)

Another motivation for a move to psychofiinctiooalism is the belief that folk
psychology is a poor theory. It is the belief of psychofhctionalism that the fiuictional
identities providcd by a scientific approach are more successfÙi at explaining and
predicting behavior. Certainly folk psychology has shown that it cannot explain al1 of our
mental phenomena As Paul Churchland States- "so much of what is central and familiar
to us remains a complete mystery nom within folk psycho~ogy"33.Included in this Iist are
phenomena such as sleep, learning, and memory. The analogy one irnmediately wants to
make here is between psychofunctionalism and eliminative materialism. Keep in rnind,

however, that eliminative matenalism is a more radical thesis than is
psychofiinctionalism. Although both believe that a scientific approach to mental
identities will enhance the explanatory and predictive power of their theory, eliminative
rnaterialism views this as entailing the elimination of the categories and principles of folk
psychology. Psychofunctionalism on the other hanci, though borrowing its initial flavor
from eliminative rnaterialism, sees folk psychology as a starting point for a broader
approach to fiuictional i d e n t i t i e ~one
~ ~ ,which includes the possibility of empincal
testing. As such psychofunctionalism accepts the psychologicai framework proposed by
folk psychological functionalism, arguing oniy that its description be a product of our
best scientific hypotheses. Not only will this provide better explanatory and predictive
success, argues the psychofhctionaiist, but it wilI also aid in developing scientific
accounts of how cognitive systems operate. To do this it is "necessaxy to go beyond

analyses of ordinary psychological vocabulary. We need to develop new theoretical
perspectives that can be tested empirically"35.

33 (Churchland: Matter Con&~mss.
34 William Bechtel,

p. 45)
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One of the distinctions functiooalist philosophen have made is between machine

and non-machine versions of fiinctionalism, Thus far we have viewed two different kinds
of non-machine fiinctionaiism. In FP functionaiism we saw a semantic theory which was

based upon a cornon-seme ontological theory. An attempt at better explanatory and
predictive success than FP hctionalisrn could offer brought the need for a scientific
approach. The move to psycho~ctionalisrnsignifiedjust such an approach in that its
firnctional identities resulted nom a scientific rather than a folk theory. Note that in
formulating such a theory one is concerned not ody with the specification of functional
identities, but also with the broader question of how cognitive systems operate. niat is,
how are functional states organized within the brain? What we are searching for in asking

this question is the fhnework of the mind, something which will surely increase the
prediction efforts of any theory. Attempts at explaining the structure of the mind lead us
directly into machine versions of hctionalism.

One of the fust such attempts came fiom philosopher Hilary Putnarn in the early
1960's. In his work "Mincisand Machines" Putnam became interested in the perceived
similarity between Turing machines on the one hand and fhctionalism's specification of
the mind on the other. Turing machine fûnctionalism as it was named saw the mind's

relation to the brain as analogous to a Turing machine table's relation to its physical
instantiation What is a Turing machine? A Turing machine is a simple computational
machine in that it can reduce any type of calculation down to a basic set of operations.
And even though these operations are limited, repetition of them allows the Turing
machine to perfom cornplex cornputations. The Turing machine itself consists of:
(1) a potentially infinitely-long tape containing a linear sequence of squares,

on each of which one of a finite set of symbols cm be written, (2) an
t

execution unit, which can be in one of a finite number of intemal states, and
(3) an indicator that points to one of the squares on the tape. Faddition], the

activities of the execution unit are directed by a finite set of conditiooals that
specify an action to be performed, given the particdar symbol that appears in
the indicated square and the internai state of the execution unit The action
consists of wrïting the same or different symbol in the square, moving to an

adjoining square, and maintainhg or changing the intemal state of the
execution unit3?

Each particular Turing mac!iine is deterrnined by its machine table or what has k e n
referred to above as 'a finite set of conditional des'. It is the machine table wfiich

specifies which operations the Turing machine will perform given a certain set of
circumstances. In this way the machine table acts as a program for the Turing machine.
This king said it is easy to see why Putnarn sought the analogy in the first place. Like
fhctional states the inner states of a Turing machine are defined solely in tenns of their

causal role within the system. Apart from this machine states are also abstract in that they
c m be instantiated in a number of different ways. The theoretical nature of Turing
machines allows its machine states to be realized by both physical and non-physical
systems. As one philosopher states- "a human being, a room full of people, a computer,

and a disembodied spirit would al1 be a Turing machine if they operated according to a

Turing machine prograrnt'3.'
Further to this, Turing machines have gained new interest as a result of an
argument by Turing and Church stating that "as long as the processes carried out by the
mind are effectively cornputable ones, there is a Turing Machine that will be behaviorally
equivalent to the mind'13*. That is, if the rnind works algorithmically to produce mental

38 (Bechtel:

ofp. 115)
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states, then there will be a Turing machine which will duplicate its output, since by
definition a Turing machine wuid work recunively to produce any function whatsoever.
What this suggests is that we may be able to m a t e a Turing machine table of the mind
where each machine state is equivalent to some mental state of the mind In fact, "one
very simple version of machine fiinctionalism states that each system that has mental
states is d e s c r i ! by at least one Turing machine table of a certain specifiable sort; [and

that] each type of mentai state of the system is identical to one of the machine table states
specified in the machine table"3g. Ifthis possibility indeed exists, then it bodes well for

our scientific theory in that the successful prediction of behavior will be greatly
increased. With machine table in hand al1 that would be required is the present intemal
state of the penon and the stimuli that penon is receiving. From these two pieces of
information we could predict not only their behavior, but their resulting internal state as
well. If correct it would seem that Turing machines provide a usehl analogy for a
scientific approach to the mind
A view closely linked to TM fhctionalism is computational functionalism or

strong AI. Though relational in nature strong AI sees the mind as not merely analogous to
a Turing machine, but rather as a digital cornputer. Here is where the difference lies in
distinguishing TM fùnctionalism from strong AI. A computational theory of mind is not
interestecl in simulating the mind, but rather in duplicating it. Part of the problem with

TM fiinctionalism is that it neglects the internal workings of the mind, focusing instead
on its input-output relations. But as we al1 know it is logically possible for more than one
program to produce the m e output given the same input. Input-output isomorphism
does not ensure functional isom~rphisrn~~.
Internally a Turing machine may be quite

39 Ned Block,

What is Functionalism?" in &gghgs in
of E@u&gy,
Ned Block, e d (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, l98O), p. 173.
40 That is why the Turing test is a poor test for mentality. Behaviorial indistinguishability
tt

different from a person even p t i n g extemally indistinguishability . For the advocate of
strong AI fimctional duplication not simulation is the key. What is required by strong AI
is a program which is functionaliy equivalent to the one being nui by the minci; it is oniy
this which c m guarantee mentality. As Jerry Fodor writes:

...a machine that can do@recisely or approximately) what Smith can do, even
if it is inclined to do it(on1y or approximately) when Smith is, might
nevertheless do it in ways that are very different fkom the way in which Smith
does i t Now, I think it is simply analytic that a correct psychological

explanation of Smith's behavior is one that correctly describes the
psychological processes upon which his behavior is contingent Hence, for an
adequate simulation to be an adequate explanation it must be the case both
that the bebavion available to the machine correspond to the behaviors
available to the organism and that the processes whereby the machine

produces behavior simulate the processes whereby the organism does41

In the case of strong Ai the processes of which Fodor speaks are
functional\computational in nature. Strong AI is thus committed to characterizhg mental
states in terms of symbols and mies for rnanipulating those symbols. The importance for
strong AI lies in the program k i n g nin by the brain and not the brain itself One
consequence of this position is the adherence to an abstract view of the mental.
Incorporated into strong AI is the logical possibility of physical systems other than brains
possessing mental states. A system which lends itself quite naturally to this approach is
the digital cornputer. As one philosopher has stated- "the rnind is to the brain as the

does not guarantee fiinctional equivalence. Hence, behaviorial indistinguishability does
not guarantee mentality, according to strong AI.
41 Jerzy Fodor, v
o
n to m
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Psvchologv (New York: Random House, 1968), pp. 135-36.

suspicion 1can £ind none that will deny it either. Thus, 1take these events to constitute at

least some of the reasons one might espouse a computational theory of rnind
Just exactly what the position of strong AI is committed to largely depends on who
you ask. One thing is certain, critics and proponents of strong AI disagree over what
strong AI entails. As a starting point for M e r discussion and for the sake of relevance 1

will for the moment adopt John Searle's stance on strong AI. It is Searle's belief that the
theory of strong AI is cornprised of the following three propositions:

(1)MMas Pr-,What we cal1 min& are simply very complex digital
wmputer programs. Mental states are simply computer states and mental
processes are computational processes. Any system whatever that had the

ri@ program, with the nght input and output, would have to have mental
states and processes in the same literal sense that you and 1 do, because that is
al1 there is to mental states and processes...
e-2(

of theBrain...the mind is an

of the N
e
-

'abstract sort of thing' and human brains just happen to be among the
indefinitely large number of kinds of cornputers that can have minds. Our

-

minds happen to be embodied in our brains, but there is no essential
connection between the mind and the brain. Any other computer with the
nght program would also have a mind
( 3 ) W e g as

. .

of-

- The conclusive proof of

the presence of mental states and capacities is the ability of a system to pass

the Turing test, the test devised by Alan Turing...[It statesl- If a system can

convince a comptent expert that it has mental states, then it really has those
mental states. If, for example, a machine could 'converse' with a native

Chinese speaker in such a way as to convince the speaker that it understood
Chinese, then it would literally understand chinese4?
Stated as such 1take this to be the position John Searle is opposed to. As

mentioned above the major point of contention for strong AI involves the validity of the
Turing test(Searlelsdiird point). According to strong AI, this validity is maned by the fact
that dinerent prograrns working with the same input have the ability to produce the same

output. Because of this possibility behaviorial equivalence cannot guarantee strong AI'S
requirement of £b.nctiod equivalence. Thus, Searle clearly misattributes to strong AI the
belief that the Turing test is the critenon of the mental.
At present it is my aim to show t b t Searle's argument against strong AI, his

Chinese room argumenf fails and that as a result strong AI remains as a viable
ontoiogical theory of mind In what follows 1 shall present Searle's initial objection to

strong AI, what 1cal1 his 'argument fiom intuition'. From here I will give reasons why 1
believe Searle to be mistaken as well as insight into M e r development in this area For

now, however, 1tum to Searle's criticism of strong AI.

John Searle, "TheMyth of the Cornputer,"New Y-view
1982), p. 3.
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CHAPTER 2
According to John Searle, dl materialist theories of mind have something in

common; they deny the existence of any irreducible mental phenomena in the world, they
deny essential features of the min& such as coosciousness, intentionality, or subjectivity.
The motivation for this denial is fueled by materialism's uiability to reconcile the
apparent contradiction between the existence of mental phenomena and a unified
scientific world view. The error in materialism is that it is "based on the false wumption
that the view of reality as entirely physical is inconsistent with the view that the world
really contains subjective(qualitative, pnvate, touchy-feely, imrnaterial, non-physical)
conscious states such as thoughts and feelings"45. In an effort to remedy this perceived
contradiction materialist theories of mind attempt to account for the subjectivity of the
mind by either ignoring it or ontologically reducing it to the physical. The problem for
Searle and for many others is that materialist approaches deny obvious facts that we al1
know about our own minds, they deny what is essentially mental in mental phenomena
Collectively, cntics of materialism daim that, in addition to their physical nature, mental
states also possess a fint-person subjective nature which is both non-physical and
ontologically irreducible. A cornmon source for illustrating this point is the category of
mental sensations. Pain, for example, is often describeci as throbbing, searing, or sharp.

In attempting to characterize our sensation of pain in this way we are not seeking to
describe the biological origins, behavioral manifestations, or causal relations of pain, but

rather the way it feels to us, the penon expenencing the pain. Critics claim that it is
precisely this aspect which materialist theories leave out. As one philosopher points
-

45

(Searle: The Rediscovexy of the Min& p.54)

out-"Pains have an intrinsic qualitative nature(a homble one) and any theoxy of mind that
ignores or denies such qualia is simply derelict of its d ~ t ~ " ~ ~ .
The commonsense objection to any matenalist theory of mind involves the notion

~ ~ . often this objection is b e d in the form of an argument which
of s u b j e ~ t i v iMost
appeals to our intuitions. Well known arguments which fit this mold include the inverted
spectnim thought experiment, Ned Block's 'nation of China',Putnam's

superactor/superspartan objection, and John Searle's Chinese room. At l e s t three of
these arguments attempt to create examples in which critena deemed sufficient for

mentality@y various rnateriaiist themies) are present but where we would not intuitively
wish to attribute mentality to the system. Ned Block's 'nation of China' is an example of
just such a method In objecting to fiuictionalism Block asks the reader to envision the
entire population of China behaving so as to imitate the functional organization of the

human brain. Recall that for fûnctionalism, if the population of China is fiinctionally
equivalent to the human brain, then it possesses mentality. However, as far as Block is
concerned the population still lacks a crucial aspect of mentality. He writesThe system[ie-the nation of China]could presumably instantiate the relevant
functional organization(though no doubt it would be much slower in its
activities than a human or a cornputer), and would therefore be the subject of
mental states, according to fimctionalism. But surely the complex states that
there play the fhctional roles of pain, pleasure, and sensations-of-color
would not have intrinsic qualia as ours do, and wouid therefore fail to be
genuine mental

tat tes^^.

46 (Churchland: Matterp.24)
47 Searle defines subjectivity as an irreducibiy first-person ontologicd
48 (Churchland:
andonsciousness. p.39)

category.

John Searle is quick to wncur with Block In his book -coverv

of the;

Mind Searle claims that "the fiinctionalist seems to Ieave out the qualitative subjective
feel of at least some of our mentd states. m e goes on to argue that] "there are certain
quite specific qualitative experiences involveci in seeing a red object or having a pain in
the back, and just describing these experiences in ternis of îheir causal relations leaves
~ ~ .point Block wishes to emphasize by way of his thought
out these special q ~ a l i a "The
experiment is that although the sufficient conditions for mentality, as laid out by

hctioaalism, have been met these conditions neglect an essentid characteristic of
mental states, namely, their subjectivity. By leaving out subjectivity rnaterialist theories
leave out what is truly mental about mental states.
Another quite famous, though somewhat different, example of the commonsense
objection is John Searle's Chinese room. Whereas Block sought to discredit a generic
brand of functionalism Searle's argument is specifically aimed at strong AI or computer
fhctionalism. Searle writesA fourth implausible view, and indeed the most famous and widely held of

the curent catalogue, is the view that a computer could have- indeed rnust
have- thoughts, feeling, and understanding solely in virhie of implementing

an appropnate computer program with the appropriate inputs and outputs. 1
have elsewhere baptized this view strong artificial intelligence, but it has also
been called computer functionalismsO.
It is the position of strong AI which Searle directs his Chinese room argument against in

his well-known paper "Mincis, Brains, and Programs". In it Searle focwards what he
believes is the commonsense objection to strong AI by way of a thought experiment Like

49 (Searle: Theof thcMin& p.42)
Rediscoverv of
p.7)
50 (Searle:
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Block Searle believes that his example exploits a weakness found in al1 materialist
theories, the denial of our subjective experience. Sutnmarizing, Searle statesThe cornmonsense objection to strong AI was simply that the computational
mode1 of the mind left out the crucial things about the mind such as
consciousness and intentioaality. 1believe the best known argument against

strong AI was my Chinese room argument that showed that a system could
instantiate a program so as to give a perfect simulation of some human
cognitive capacity, such as the capacity to understand Chinese, even though
that system had no understanding of Chinese whateve9I.

An important aspect of Searle's philosophy and one which might cause confusion

for the reader is the notion of intentionality. Strictly speakmg intentionality or an
intentional mental state is one which refers to, or is about, the world apart from the mind.
"Anintentional state of mind is a state that can be descnbed with sentences beginning

1 undentand..', I
desire that...', etc. They are states of mind that are
with 1 believe m..',
described by Searle as representing objects and states of affairs. In this discussion the
intentional state king considered is that of undentandingnS2.Set apart from intentional
mental states and perhaps more familiar to us are those mental states gained via the
senses. These might include sensations such as pain or the perceptual experience of
seeing a red object, those easily recognizible because of their direct impact upon our
lives. Normally it is this type of mental state which people will attribute a subjective

aspect to. However, Searle is quick to point out that intentional mental states have this
same subjective nature about them. The difference lies only in the fact the one type of

mental state is more imrnediate to us than the other. Thus, when Searle argues that the

(Searle:
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intentional mental state of understanding lacks something when described within the
h e w o r k of cornputer hctionalism that something is of a subjective nature; in a
similar way to how a fiinctional description of pain would, according to Searle, l a v e out
how the pain feels. Strong AI leaves out, for Searle, the essentiai feature of
understanding, semantics or meaning. (That is, semantics or meaaing denote
undentanding as is inherent in the d e that to understand a word you must know its
meaning) The Chinese room is an attempt to show that there is a distinct subjective

aspect to howing the meaning of words(in Searle's example- understanding the Chinese
language) which is absent in any purely quantitative account
Searle's response to the position of strong AI cornes in the fonn of his Chinese
room argument. The method he employs is relatively simple: Create a thought
experiment where the sufficient conditions for understanding(those laid out by strong AI)
have been met by a system, but where the system does not, intuitively, possess
undentanding. His Chinese room argument seeks to demonstrate that mereely running the
appropriate program coupled with behavioral indistinguishability fiom a native speaker
fail as sufficient conditions for undentanding. In the example, Searle asks the reader to
imagine an English speaking man stationed alone inside a large room who is ignorant of
the Chinese language. That is, he neither speaks nor understands a word of Chinese.

Apart fiom the man himself the room contains baskets of Chinese syrnbols as well as an
instruction manual, written in English, for traosforming Chinese 'questions' into Chinese

'answers'. Scare quotes are placed with each of these to designate the fact that the man in
the room knows nothing of the meanings of the symbols themselves. The d e s in the
translation m a n d even identify the Chinese symbols entirely by their shape and do not

require that the man understand any of them. From here we are asked to consider the task
of the man to be the acceptance oqto him) meaningless Chinese symbols through a slot

in the room's door(questions), the exchange of these symbols for others containecl in the

baskets(trans1ation). and W l y , the action of f&g

them back out of the room through

its slotted door(answers). Searle then asks us to pretend(quite reasonabiy 1believe) that
the man in the room becornes so adept at his assignment that he is indistinguishable fiom
a native Chinese speaker. "Nobodyjust lwking at [his] m e r s can tell that Be] doesnt

speak a word of hin ne se"^^. People outside the r o m cannot distinguish his answers fiom
a native Chinese speaker and therefore he passes the Turing test for understanding
Chinese. According to Searle his example has met the suficient conditions for

understanding laid out by strong AI. The man in the room nuis a program which passes
the behavioml test for understanding Chinese. Hence, the man in the room can literally

be said to understand Chinese. But cm he? The point Searle wishes to make and the
conclusion he hopes the reader will come to is that the man in the room does not
understand a word of Chinese. As Searle States- "It seems to me quite obvious in the
example that 1do not understand a word of Chinese. 1 have inputs and outputs that are
indistinguishable from those of a native Chinese speaker, and 1can have any forma1

ws reason is that] "there is no way

program you like, but 1still understand nothingWs4.

he could come to understand in the system as described, since there is no way that he can

learn the meanings of any of the symbols. Like a computer, 1manipulate syrnbols, but 1
attach no meaning to the ~ ~ r n b o l sAU
" ~ the
~ . man in the room does is manipulate
meaningless Chinese symbols according to the d e s specified by his translation

manual(just like a computer). It is Searle's position that the man in the room needs to
attach meaning(semantics) to the incorning symbols(syatax) to tmly understand Chinese,
othexwise he is merely simulating rather than duplicating understanding. Searle's
53 John Searle,
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gedankenexperimentattempts to prove that the man in the room does not understand
Chinese sole1y on the basis of NMing a prognim for understanding Chinese, let alone
passing the Turing test for understanding Chinese. From here the intended extrapolation
is quite obvious. Given the man's failure to understand in these circumstances we cm
likewise wnclude that cornputers do not have mental states solely in virtue of
instantiating a program since Searle takes the Chinese room to generically represent the
overali structure of a digital computer. As Searle clairns- "in the Chinese room case the
computer is me, and in cases where the wmputer is not me, the computer has nothing

more than 1have in the case where 1understand nothingnS6.Summarizing M e r Searle
writesTo repeat, a computer has syntax, but no semantics. The whole point of the
parable of the Chinese room is to remind us of a fact that we knew al1 along.
Understanding a langoage, or indeed, having mental states at dl, involves
more than just having a bunch of formal symbols. It involves having an
interpretation, or a meaning aîtached to those symbols. And a digital
computer, as defined, cannot have more than just forma1 symbols because the
operation of the computer, as 1said earlier, is defined in terms of its ability to
implement progrmu. And these programs are purely formally specifiablethat is, they have no semantic contents7.

For the sake of simplicity let us fomdly represent Searle's Chinese room argument as
follows:
(1)Cornputer programs are formal(syntactic). Dy definition according to Searle]

56 (Searle: "MBP",
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(2) Human mindsùnental states have contents(semantics). [by virtue of their

content îhey can be about objects or states of affairs in the world This is how

meaning is obtained]
(3) Syntax by itseif is neither constitutive of nor sufficient for semantics. [as the

Chinese room proves]
(4) Thenfore, programs are neither constitutive of nor sutncient for mindsùnental
states. [Thisdiredy remes the central daim of strong AI]
Here, then, is John Searle's wmnonsense objection against strong AI. According to
Searle, hctionalist accounts of understanding neglect obvious facts about penons
having thoughts or speakmg words. As with pain there is a distinct kt-person ontology
to undentanding. A native Chinese speaker knows the meaning of the words he utten.
He knows both their sense and in certain instances their connecbon to the outside worlci
Searle refen to such subjective knowledge as semantic content, claiming M e r that
strong AI fails to meet this criterion It is because the Chinese room lacks semantics that
it fails as a genuine mode1 of understanding. The man in the room has no way of
conferring meaning upon the symbols that he manipulates and therefore he lacks the
essential feature of understanding. These arguments constihite Searle's attempt to
invalidate strong AI as a viable theory of minci.
Objections to Searle's Chinese room argument are numerous as displayed by the
amount of cornmentaries which accompany the original article. Although there are a

variety of replies I shall consider only three of the most prevalent These are the systems
reply, the robot reply, and the Chinese gyrn respectively. In addition to presenting these

arguments 1 will include Searle's rebuttal to each. In so doing it shall be shown that the
strength of the original Chinese room argument rests solely upon Searle's own intuitions
regarding semantics. Once it is proven that variations to the Chinese room provide the
reader with counter intuitions to Searle's it will become apparent that Searle requires a

much stronger argument. Such an argument cornes in the f o m of his causal powers
argument. It is this argument which Searle must ultimately rely upon to make his Chinese
room nin. As a result, it is this argument which critics of Searle must address in
defending strong AL 1will, in facf address Searle's causal powers argument in chapter 3.

ui defense of strong AI some writers have claimed Searle 'confuses ~evels'~*
within his example or that he cornmits a 'category r n i ~ t a k e ' The
~ ~ . systems reply, as it is
more widely known, claims that "while it is true that the individual penon who is locked
in the room does not understand [Chinese], the fact is that he is merely a part of a whole

system, and the system does understand un hi ne se]"^^.

The idea here is that though I, the penon in the room manipulating the
symbols do not understand Chinese, 1am just the centml processing unit of
the cornputer system. They argue that it is the whole systern, including the
room, the baskets full of symbols and the ledgen containing the prograrns
and perhaps other items as well, taken as a totality, that understands
chinese6l .

The distinction k i n g made here is between the parts of a system and the whole of the
system. Of course the man in the room does not undentand Chinese, but he should not be
expected to. One would never amibute the mental state of pain to a single neuron in the
brain, rather they would atîribute it to the person as a whole or, at the very least, to that
person's brain An analogous daim can be made with respect to the Chinese room,
namely, that understanding is a property of the complete Chinese room and not the man

The Myth of the Cornputer: An Exchange,"
Review of
Books, (Apr. 29, 1982), p.56.
59 Margaret A. Boden, "Escaping From The Chinese Room" in Cornauter
M i d (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), p.96.
60 B.J. Copland, "The Curious Case of the Chinese Gym,"
95, (1993). p. 175.
61 (Searle: MB& p.34)
58 Daniel Demett,

inside. To atîri'bute(or misattnbute in the case of Searle) it to the man or central

processing unit is to commit a category rnistake. Even though the man in the room does
not understand Chinese it may be possible that the room as a whole still does. The man in
the room may play a centml role in the room's understanding of Chinese without also

being the object of attribution. Advocates of this view charge Searle with neglecting the
system as a whole. Understanding(or any mental state for that matter) should not be
ascribed merely to the individual but rather to the whole system of which he is a part

In defending against the systems reply Searle argues that variations to the Chinese
room do not justifi an altemate conclusion He writes-

My r e s p o w to the systems reply is quite simple: let the individual internalize
al1 of these elements of the system. He memonzes the d e s in the ledger and
the data banks of Chinese symbols, and he does al1 the calculations in his

head. The individual then incorporates the entire system. There isntt anything
at al1 to the system that he does not encompass. We can even get rid of the
room and suppose he works outdoon. AU the same, he understands nothing
of the Chinese, and a fortion neither does the system, because there isn't
anything in the system that isn't in him. If he doesn't understand, then there is
no way the system could understand because the system is just a part of

hid2.
According to Searle, levels do not matter when discussing the Chinese room. Whether we
talk about the man in the room or the room itself the result is the same, neither man nor
room understand a word of Chinese because both man and room have a syntax but no
semantics. For understanding to occur a semantic component must accompany the
syntax; without content, form is meaningless. As Searle himself States- "The point of the

62 (Searle:
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original argument was that symbol shuffling by itself does not give any access to the

meanings of the symbols. But îhis is as much true of the whole room as it is of the person
insideng. Nothing changes through the introduction of the systems reply, claims Searle.
Even if we modifL the origiaal Chinese room example to accommodate the systems reply
our initial conclusion remaim. Because prograrns lack semantics digital computen cm at

best only simulate human cognitive capabilities.
An altemate response to the systems reply imagines the Chinese room to be the

central processing unit of a Chinese robot. The robot reply contends that "computers
wouid have semantics(understanding) and not just syntax if their inputs and outputs were
put in appropnate causal relation to the rest of the wor~d"~?
M e a d of Chinese
characters being handed into the room by Chinese people "they are received by causal
processes in the cameras and audio equipment in the robot's eyes and ears. And the
outgoing Chinese characten are not received by Chinese hands, but by moton and levers
attached to the robot's limbs- which are caused to move as a r e ~ u l t " Here
~ ~ . the Chinese
robot interacts with the outside world; it is stimulated by and consequently stimulates its
environment Hence, not only are the robot's answen indistinguishable fiom those of a
native Chinese speaker but so too are its actions. Because of this supporters are quick to
point out that the robot does more than just instantiate a program. A robot of this
complexity would t d y understand Chinese and thus has mental States analogous to those
found in humans.
In an attempt to resist this conclusion Searle raises the following two concems.

Initially he writes- "The fint thing to notice about the robot reply is that it tacitly

63 (Searle: "1s the Brain's Mind a Computer Program?", p.30)
64 (Searle: "1s the Brain's Mind a Computer Prograrn?", p.30)
65 (Boden: "Escaphgfiom the Chinese Rwm", p.95)

concedes that cognition is not solely a matter of formal symbol manipulationn66.Searle's
belief is that the robot reply contradicts a major tenet of strong AI, that programs alone

are suscient for mentality. However, Searle's daim is justified oniy to the extent that
strong AI actually holds such a position In reality no fiuictioaalist would be willing to
accept the naive position Searle attributes to strong AI. And the reason is simple.

Rograms alone are not sacient

for mentality. Without a hardware to instantiate them

programs are meaningless strings of symbols, without input fiorn their environment
programs fail to produce anything. In this respect strong AI is in full agreement with
Searle. Still, one can endone the robot reply without also negating strong AI. The
insufficiency of programs alone does not detract f i ~ m
strong AI'S belief that symbol
manipulation constitutes the essence of the mental. Nor does it undemine their believe
that there is no essential comection between the mind and the brain This difficulty aside
Searle still feels that...
the addition of such 'perceptual' and 'motor' capacities adds nothing by way of
understanding... to the original progmm. To see this, notice that the same
thought expriment applies to the robot case. Suppose that instead of the
cornputer inside the robot, you put me inside the room and, as in the original
Chinese case, you give me more Chinese symbols with more instructions in
English for rnatching Chinese symbols to Chinese symbols and feeding back

Chinese symbols to the outside. Suppose, unknown to me, some of the
Chinese symbols that come to me come from a television camera attached to
the robot and other Chinese symbols that 1am giving out serve to make the
motoa inside the robot move the robot's legs or amis. It is important to
emphasize that al1 1 am doing is manipulating formal symbols: 1 know

66
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nothing of these other f a d 7 . [For] as long as al1 1have is a formal computer
program, 1have no way of attaching any meaning to any of the symbols. And
the fact that the robot is engaged in causal interactions with the outside world
won? help me to attach any meaning to the symbols unless 1have some way
of finding out about that f a d 8 .
Searle's point is clear- whether we talk of robots or roorns, syntax alone will never breed
understanding.

la arguing against the Chinese room some philosophes have accused John Searle
~ ~ . one might inquire whether any computer
of cornmitring a strawman f a l l a ~ yIndeed
functionalist achially holds the position Searle recreates by way of his thought
expriment. As one writer States- "1do not believe that many of those who thought they
were disagreeing with Searle wodd in fact wish to defend the strongest strong AI thesis.
However, close examination suggests that that is the one Searle thought he was
attacking...n70. The fact is that most functionalists are well aware of the performance
failures resdting from classical AI, where research programs almost exclusively involve
traditional von Neumannkerial computers(A serial computer can be defined as a
mie-following symbol manipulating device which processes information in a
stepby-step\algonthmic fashion). As a result of these failures much effort has been

drawn away from research programs based upon pure symbol manipulating machines. As
Paul Churchland wrïtes- "The functional architecture of classical SM machines is simply
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the wrong architecture for the very dernandingjobs reqykef17! Despite these
shortcomhgs it is Searle's belief that advocates of strong AI endorse the classical form of
AL Thus, the Chinese rmm is designed to be a representation of the older serial

technology. In opposition strong AI argues that the de-following symbol manipulating
machine(ie- serial cornputer) represented by Searle's Chinese room is not the correct
computational mode1 of the mind The problern with the Chinese room is that it fails to
meet the thesis of fbnctional equivdence laid down by strong AI. It claims that "a

computational system is minded to the extent tbat the information processing it performs

is funetionally equivalent to the information processing perfomed by the mind"72.Dale
Jacquette offea the best explanation of this problem in his "Adventures in the Chinese

room". He StatesThe Chinese room and the conclusions Searle tries to draw fiom it can be
challenged by emphasizing discrepancies in the isomorphism of input-output
design at the macro- and micro-functional levels. The Chinese room has a

certain fiinctional isomorphism with the native Chinese speaker it is supposed
to simulate. But this isomorphism obtains only at the gross macrolevel, where
Chinese symbols are input to the speaker and output to the world..
Admittedly, the syrnbolic input and output to and from the Chinese room and
to and nom the body of the Chinese speaker are identical. But within the

body of the Chinese speaker there are microlevel inputs and outputs of

information, a complex traffic of electrochemical signals, that are in no way
functionally represented in Searle's Chinese r 0 0 r n ~ ~ .
71 Paul M.

Churchland and Patricia S. Churchland, "Could a Machine niink?" Scientific
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R e d 1 as one of Searle's central tenets the idea that "[the] way to test any theory of the

mind is to ask oneself what it would be like if one's own mind achially worked on the
principles that the theory says al1 min& work on"74. In so far as this is tnre Searle has
failed to test computer bctionalism since the Chinese room represents a seriai computer
which is in no way fùnctionally isomorphic to the mind

If the Chinese room is to be a true representation of the min4 then it must be
functionally equivalent to the mind. For dues on bctional equivalence we mut look at
how the biological brain actually functions. Three anatomic points provide the basis for
constructing the correct architecture:
(1) Nervous systems are paralle1 machines, in the sense that signals are
processed in millions of different pathways sirnultaneously.
(2) The brain's basic processing unit, the neuroq is comparatively simple.
Furthemore, its response to incoming signals is analog, not digital, insomuch

as its output spiking fiequency varies continuously with its input signals.
(3) in the brain, axons projecting fiom one neuronal population to another are

often matched by axons retwning from their target population These
descending or recunent projections allow the brain to modulate the character
of its sensory processing7S.
With the aid of these biological facts computer fiuictionalists have more recently adopted

a "connectionist" or "PDP" mode1 of the mind "The former term was coined to indicate
that computations can be performed not just by central processors, but also by the

intricate system of connecfions within which a large number of extremely simple
processing units are joined The second term is an acronyrn for 'Paralle1 Distributed

74 (Searle: "MBP", p.284)
75 (ChUrchland: "Coulda Machine Think?",p.35)

Processing', which connotes the same computational i d e z ~ "Systems
~~.
designed on this
basis.. .
consist of nodes, each of which has a determinate degree of activation at any

tirne and is connecteci to a number of other nodes to which it sends inhibitory
or excitatory stimuli. When given an initial pattern of activation, the
excitations and inhiiitions passing through the systern will alter the activation
states of the nodes until a stable pattern is acheived The strengths of
excitatory and inhibitory connections can be designed tu change as a result of
local activity in the systern. When systems are so designed, they can leam to
respond in new ways with the result that they will settle into different states

on subsequent occasions. What is of interest is that researchers have
employed such systerns to mode1 certain cognitive fiinctions. On tasks like
pattern recognition their performance is much more human-like than that of

de-processing machines. In these simulations, the researchen interpret the
activity of the system and so treat the systern as representational, but the

systern does not operate by performing computations on representations77.
In this respect comectionist architectures are quite unlike traditional von Neumann
cornputers. By advocating connectionist architectures within their research programs
strong AI fulfills the requirement of fùnctional equivalence. The fact remains that
biological brains do not operate as de-governed symbol manipulators but rather as
massive parallel processing machines. As such cognitive models based upon
de-govemed syrnbol manipulation cannot be expected to duplicate the functionalities of
the mind Yet the Chinese room attempts this very feat In presenting the Chinese room

as both a representation of the position of strong AI and as a mode1 of the mind Searle
fdls short.

The Chinese gym reply addresses this concem by 'beefing up' Searle's Chinese room
so as to duplicate the desired connectionia architecture. M e a d of a Chinese room we

are to imagine a Chinese gym: "a hall containhg many English-oniy speaking people.

These people would cany out the same operations as the nodes and synapses[i.e., units
and connections] in a [parallel] architecture..."78. To supply some detailThe people in the gym might simulate the behavior of units by passing each
other plastic tokens, green tokens representing input dong an excitatory
comection and red tokens dong an inhiiitory connection. The number or
tokens passed fiom one piayer to another(in a single transaction) represents
the weight of the wnnectioa Since a very (!) large nurnber of people will be
involved in the simulation, it is no doubt a good idea to give players lists
detailing to whom they must pass their tokens, and how many should be
handed over. During the training phase of the simulation, the players make

changes to their lists in accordance with the instructions shouted by the

trainer7?
Once we imagine a system with the sarne information processing network as ourselves it
is easy to see, daims cornputer fiuictionalism, how it could produce mentality. It will,

afier all, process information in the same way that the human mind does. The problem
with the serial machine used in Searle's original thought experiment is that it does not

possess the necessary connections to process information correctly; that is, one needs the
appropriate program to produce rnentality. This is exactly what the Chinese gym gives us.

78 (Searle: "1s the Brain's Mind a Computer Program?", p.22)
79 (Copeland: 'The Curious Case of the Chinese Gymn,p. 181)

Note that even if the Chinese gym fails there remaios the separate argument that Searle's

Chinese room represents the wrong serial program for understanding. Once again, for
strong AI there is no necessary connection between behavioral indistinguishabilityand
fimctional indistinguishability. Although Searle's room is behaviorally identical to a

native Chinese speaker it is not, more importantly, fiinctionaily identical. To be
functionally identical it must instantiate the correct program, regardless of its behavior.

In this way Searle's Chinese room can only be said to simulate, not duplicate, human
understanding.

In response to the Chinese gym Searle argues that there exists a fundamental
similarity between both senal and paralle1 machines. Arguing against the Churchlands

Searle writes-

...contraxy to what the Churchlands suggesf the Chinese room argument also
refutes any strong AI claims made for the new parallel technologies that are
inspired by and modeled on neural networks. Unlike the traditional von
Neumann cornputer, which proceeds in a step-by-step fashion, these systems
have many computational elements that operate in parallel and interact with
one another according to rules inspired by neurobiology. The parallel,
"brainlike" character of the processing, however, is irreievant to the purely
computational aspects of the process... You can't get semantically loaded
thought contents fiom formal computations alone, whether they are done in
serial or in parallel; that is why the Chinese room argument refbtes strong AI

in any formsO.
Here Searle argues that at a certain level senal and parallel systerns do the same thing,
they formally manipulate symbols according to d e s ; but since forma1 symbol

*O
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manipulation did not produce mentality in the former case it will not produce it in the
latîer. However, recalling our earlier exarnple:
One can agree with Searle that no amount of handing around tokens and
fiddling with these Iists will enable the individual players to leam Chinese.
Yet one should surely decline to conclude nom this that the set-up as a whole
cannot learn Chinese. The fallacy involved in rnoving fiom part to whole is
even more glaring here than in the original version of the room arguments1.
Searle sirnply begs the question in argw'ng against parallel distniuted processing. It is
possible for the computer functionalist to argue that formal computations done in parallel
produce effects not seen in serial systems, narnely, the effect of producing mentality.
Granted both systems fonnally manipulate symbols, the difference, however, lies in the
complexity of the computatioml pathways, this alone is enough to produce a semantic
component. As a resulc if Searle is to successfully aîtack the Chinese gym reply be must
produce reasons independent of the fact that both serial and parallel systems formally
manipulate symbols since one can always appeal to the fact that they do so in completely
different ways.

In srimmary, we have seen the presentation of John Searle's Chinese room as a
means of attacking the functionalist position known as strong AI. Searle's rejection of
strong AI rests upon intuitions gained by way of his thought experiment. Specifically,
the Chinese room shows that the critena set out by strong AI as sufficient for

understanding fails to bestow certain systems with understanding. Within the Chinese
room our intuitions detect the presence of syntax but not semantics.For Searle such an
exarnple runs counter to the position of strong AI, making it highly unlikely that
cornputers might think soiely on the besis of ninning the correct program.

81 (Copeland: "The Curious Case of the Chinese Gym", p. 181)

In addition to Searle's argument 1 have introduced some of the more cornmon
objections raised against i t Each of these has for one reason or another found Searle's
thought experiment problematic. Accordingly, amendments to the Chinese room have
k e n forwarded as a way of coneaing defects in Searle's anaiysis of both strong AI and
the mind Revisions to the original Chinese rwm will not only correctly identiQ the
thesis of strong AI, but wiIl aiso provide the conditions necessary for understanding.
Critics wntest that by creating the nght thought experiment(one which adequately
represents the thesis of strong AI) intuitions counter to those of Searle can be generated

With the appropriate example intuition does detect the presence of semantics.
In countering these objections Searle has held hmi to the belief that
amendments to the original Chinese room add nothing which could make a difference to
the rwm's acquisition of understanding. The amended room(whether system,robot or
gyrn) fails to understand Chinese for the same reason that the original room did. Arguing

this point Searle writes:
It has nothing to do with the distinction between serial and parailel processes,
or with the size of the program, or the speed of the computer operations, or
with computen that can interact causally with the environment, or even with
the invention of robots... The point 1am making is that if we are talking about

having mental States, having a mind, al1 of these simulations are simply
irrelevant. It doesn't matter how good the technology is, or how rapid the
caiculations made by the computer are. If it really is a cornputer, its

operations have to be defmed syntactically, whereas consciousness, thoughts,
feelings, emotions, and al1 the rest of it involve more than a ~yotax*~.

82 (Searle:

p.36-7)

In analysis Searle's argument is subject to the following objections. F h t , the fact that
cornputers are 'dehed' as formal symbol manipulators lends nothing to Searle's argument
that they have no way of attaching rneaning to symbols. Surely the way we define a thing

can have no e f k t on its subsequent abilities. Second, in so fa as Searle's argument
against strong AI rests upon intuitions concerning syntax it cm only be stated that he

begs the question against syntax. In defense of this approach Paul Churchland writes[Critical responses in the f o m of amendments are good] because they reflect
a refiisal to accept the cmcial third axiom of Searle's argument: 'syntax by

itself is neither constitutive of nor suffricient for semantics'. Perhaps this
axiom is m e 7but Searle cannot rightly pretend to know that it is. Moreover,
to assume its iruth is tantamount to begging the question agakt the research
program of classical AI, for that program is predicated on the very interesting
assumption that if one canjust set in motion an appropriately stnichired
intenial dance of syntactic elements, appropriateiy connected to inputs and
outputs, it cm produce the wime cognitive States and acheivernents found in

human b e i n g ~ ~ ~ .
Finally7intuitions as such are a poor basis for any argument since they are most açsuredly
theory-laden. The intuition trading which results fiom diffenng thought experiments
reflects not only Searle's but also strong AI'S biases concerning the nahue of semantics.
For Searle meaning or semantics contains an undeniably subjective(first-penon, imer,
pnvate) element. Accordingly, "no description of the third-penon, objective,
physiological facts could convey the subjective, first-person character of pain, simply
because the first-person f ~ e ares different fkom the third-person f e a t u r e ~ "In
~~.
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c o n w Strong AI recogniw and accents the public, observable character of
understanding. Contrary to Searle they argue that fint-person subjective features of the
mind are not different from third-person features. Achowledgement of fint-person

features "shows only that each of us has a proprietary and prescientific way of lmowing
about the occurrence and character of one's own interna1 states. They do not show, or
even suggest, that those intenial states m u t be non-physical or beyond comprehension by
the physical sciencesM8?The point to be made fiom d l of this is that intuitions are not a

fair incikator of semantics because neither Searle nor strong AI c m agree on what
elemeats must be present for understanding to occur. As a resuit, Searle's Chinese room
argument, which rests upon intuitions, fails to be a counterexample to the thesis of strong

AI. Thus, if Searle is to successfully refute strong AI, he must present a stronger
argument; one which justifies the intuitions he presupposes in the case of the Chinese

roorn.

85 Paul UChurcbland,
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CHAPTER 3
John Searletsattack upon the position of strong xtificial intelligence consists of
two separate arguments. The nnf his Chinese room argument, was dealt with in chapter
two. Here 1 proved that Searle's argument, based solely on intuitions gained via the

Chinese room,was premature since variations of his example afTorded us with
counterintuitions. This argument was too weak to refute strong AI and 1thus concluded
that Searle's success m u t corne fiom an argument stronger than that of the Chinese

room.It is here that Searle employs what I deem to be his "causai powers argument", a
second and final attempt at overthrowing the position of strong Al. 1now take my task to
be both the explication of Searle's causal powen argument as well as the defense of
strong AI against i t Once this has been achieved 1will argue that Searle's causal powers
argument is inconclusive and cetens paribus that strong AI remains a viable theory of

mind.
The c m of Searle's causal powers argument or positive thesis8q lies in the belief
that semantics is a necessary condition of understanding In itself this is nothing original

to Searle since he maintains this very belief throughout the Chinese room. What is
original is the emphasis Searle places on the question of how semantics is produced. It is
here that Searle makes reference to the empirical fact that human brains produce

From this fact Searle deduces, trividly, that "any sufficient condition for
intentio~Iity8~.

86 We cm con-

this with Searle's Chinese room argument which was thought to be his
negative thesis because it discounted certain conditions as king sufficient for
intentionality.
87 We can read this as equivaient to 'human brains produce semantic aboutness'.

mentality must (necessarily) be as sufficient as that known to be ~ u & c i e n t " ~Searle
~.

himself writes:
"On my view it is just a plain (testable, empiricai) fact about the world that it

wntains certain biological systems, specificaily humans and certain animal
brains, that are capable of causing mental phenomena with intentional or
semantic content. It is a trivial consequence of this fact that anything else that

was capable of causing mental phenomena would have to have causal powers
equivalent to those of brains..."89.
What is sufficient for intentionality, according to Searle. are causal powen equal to those
of the hurnan brain. Thus. if we are to attribute intentionality to systems other than

humans, we do so on the basis of the presence of the correct causal powea. For only
these are su&cient to instill a system with intentionality. In prernise/conclusion fom
Searle's 'causal powers' argument is the following:
1. Human brains are sufficient to produce intentionality.
2. Human brains produce intentionality by way of their causal powers.

3. Therefore, (trivially) anything having intentionality m u t have causal
powen equivalent to those of the hurnan brain.
A nurnber of different responses seem available to proponents of strong Al in their

attempt to rebut Searle's causal powers argument Perhaps the most obvious argues that
the premises of Searle's causal powers argument do not warrant his conclusion. In

particular, it has been stated that the success of Searle's argument rests upon an invalid

shift from sufficient to necessary conditions. Tom Eudaly writes: "From the fact that the
causal powen of the brain are sutncient to produce intentional States. we cannot infer

David Cole, "Artificial Minds: Cam on Searle,"
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of mosophy.

tbat the causal powers of the brain are necessary to produce intentional States, that oniy

these powers, whatever they are, are able to do soflgOCleariy, Searle m o t deduce
necessary conditions from sufficient conditions alone. ls Searle guilty of such a move? In
defense of Searle one might argue that his requirement of mere equivalence avoids any
logical inconsistency. Mer di, fiom the fact that the brain's causal powers an suficient
for intentionality Searle does not deduce the necessity of those causal powers, but rather

the necessity of powers equivalent to those of the brain Searle's move is, stnctly
speaking, fiom sufficient to necessarily equivalent conditions and not nom sufficient to
necessary conditions as Eudaly holds. But does such a change in terminology have any
philosophical merit? Does it avoid Eudaly's objection? Not at d l . Searle's insistence on
equivalence rather than on the brain's actual causal powers is nothing other than a
concession aimed at eluding the perils of neuronai chauvinismgl. As it tums out Searle's
conclusion, though weaker than that attributed to him by Eudaly, is subject to the original
invaiidity objection. We can make this c h e r by anaiyzing an expanded version of
Searle's causal powers argument. It reads:
(1) Human brains are suficient to produce intentionality.
(2) Human brains produce intentionality by way of their causal powen.
(3) Therefore, the causal powers of the human brain are sufficient to produce
intentionality.
(4) Therefore, causal powers equivalent to those of the human brain are

necessaty to produce intentionality.
It is apparent that Searle wishes to exclude everything but causal powers, be it the brain's
or those equivalent to if as a means to intentionality. However, he is certainly not

(Whitmer: "Intentionality, AI, and the Causal Powers of the Brain", p. 2 14)
91 1will talk more about the effectiveness of such a stnitegy in discussions conceming
Searle's notion of causal powers.

justifieci in making such a claim. Given the suniciency of the brain's causal powen
Searle cannot logically exclude systems which produce intentionality by means other

than causal powers. No matter how weak his necessity claim it rernains just that, a
necessity claim. And as we al1 know one can never deduce necessity nom mere
sufficiency. It is in this way that Searle's causal powers argument is invalid
Granted that Searle's argument is invalid, but what follows fiom this? Prirnarily,
Searle's inconsistency shows that strong AI is not restricted to the notion of causal powen
in their explmation of how computers produce intentionality. Hence, a second, though
largely contingentg2, way one might try to get around Searle's causal powers argument is
to argue that causal powers need not be the oniy source for intentionality. Here, again,

one would be attacking the conclusion of Searle's argument which States that causal
powen(at least) equivalent to the brain are necessary for intentionality. Hypotheticdly

speaking, it could be that intentionality is the product of something other than the brain's
equhlent causal powers; perhaps it is the result of a functionally correct program. For
strong AI success might lie in the claim that there is more than one way to produce
intentionality, that computers produce intentionality differently from brains. And though
this position is highly theoreticai it must at least remain a possibility for strong AI.
As much as this is a good response for strong AI it also lends itself to an obvious

pitfall. If strong AI decides to argue in this fashion, then they have saddled themselves

with the unfavorable task of showing how, if not by causal powers, computers move fiom
syntax to semantics. We end up back at the original question Searle posed to strong AI.

Recall Searle argued that strong AI has "absolutely no answer to the objection that their
cornputer prograrns have no way of gettiag corn syntax to semantics, they have no way

92 Attempting this type of argument is contingent upon the correctness of the invaiidity
charge.

of attaching mentai content to formal f e a t ~ r e s "The
~ ~ .point is that if strong AI takes this

line of argumentation, then the burden of prwf with regard to how cornputers produce
intentionality fàils on them. And this is exactly what Searle is hoping for. A better
position for strong AI would be to avoid the burden of proof while still maintainhg the
fdsity of Searle's position. It is strong A h belief that an acceptame of causal powers is
the means to this end
Given our discussion thus far it seems naturd for one to inquire about the meanhg
of Searle's concept of causal powers. However, the truîh is that Searle never gives an
explicit definition of causal powen, even though it plays the central role in his argument
against strong AlSuch an absence l a d s to specdation concerning the meaning of such

an important texm. Piecing together various texhial clues has led to the following
interpretaîion: 'causal powers' not o d y points out the idea that certain physical syçtems

have the ability or potential to produce certain effects, but also that they lack the ability
or potential to produce certain others. The hardware of my computer, for example,
possesses many causal powers, one of which is the ability to run a program called
Microsoft Works 3.0. Keep in min& however, that the actualization of such an ability is
contingent upon other factors holding m e . In the above case the fact that my hardware

has become a word processor and does not merely possess the potential for word
processing is the result, among other things, of a sufficient word processor program and

an electrical power source. Without the aid of these components my hardware is nothing
more than a cluster of potentialities; it has plenty of powers but nothing to help bring

them about Thus, an important distinction to be made in referring to causal powers is
between the potential of a system and the realization of that potential. It is when we
choose to speak of realization that we immediately enter into a discussion conceming the
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contingency of such realization Such a dependency has led one philosopher to refer not

to causal powen but to conditional powed4. Extending the idea of conditional powers
we might choose to define the powen a system possesses with the aid of syxnbolic logic's

material biconditional. Take, for example, the power Michael Jordan has to score the

game winning basket. Such a power is realized if and only if certain other conditions
hold m e . We can claim that Jordan will score the game winning basket i£f (1) He is on

the court at the end of the game, (2) His teammates make a concerted effort to get him
the ball, (3) He has good shooting fom, (4) His shot is not blocked, etc. This has the

advantage of isolating exactly those conditions which are individually necessary and
jointiy sufncient for reafizing a specific causai power. The importance of such precision

lies in providing us with a basis for determining the capability of various physical
systems.
In wntrast to conditional powen we can also talk about those powen a system
lacks. It is not the case that my hardware has an infinite amount of causal powen.
Clearly, it does not have the power to digest pizza. Codd it obtain such a power? 1s it
merely contingent, like word processing, upon other factors holding tme? Presumably my

hardware could be designed to digest pizza However, this is not something it was created
for, it is not a power we expect hardware to have. Fundamentally, hardware does not

possess the interna1 goings-on for digestion let alone consumption Even if we did
develop a compter hardware which could digest pizza I am not certain what this proves.
The question would soon arise whether or not the altered hardware would remain a

hardware in the ûue sense of the word or undergo an identity change. The suspicion here
is that in order for digestion to occur rny hardware wouid have to be altered such that it

Sydney Shoemaker, "Causality and Properties" in Tirne Ca=
e d (Boston: Reidel Publishing Co., l98O), p. 115.
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no longer resembled a hardware but rather a stomachg5.Thus, one way a system can lack
powers is by virtue of its design. If we create a system for a specific purpose it naturally

has limitations or lacks certain powers regardless of any components we might add.
Alternatively, a system may lack or lose causal powers upon realizing othen. Suppose for
the moment that my hardware has just two causal powers, the power to nin Windows 3.1

and the power to run the golf program Links 386. If we decide to use my hardware to run
Windows 3.1, then we thereby lose the ability to run Links 386. The reason being that my

hardware only has enough memory to run one program of sufficient complexity at a time.

In this case Windows 3.1 takes up so much memory that Links 386 cannot be run in
conjunction with it; there is not enough memory in the system to run both programs
simultaneously. What this example illustrates is that it is possible, through the
actualization of certain powea of a system, to disabled other powers of the same system.

h this instance the subsequent ability of my hardware was limited through the
implementation of a cornputer program.
Above it was stated that Searle never gives an explicit definition of causal powers.
True, but he does at least contribute to our understanding of the concept. In an
explanation of his causal powen argument Searle statesJ'This is like saying that if an
electncal engine is to be able to run a car as fast as a gas engine, it must have (at least) an

equivalent power output. This conclusion says nothing of the me~hanisrn"~~.
Here Searle
alludes to another important feature within the concept of causal powers. Inherent in the
definition of causal powen lies the idea that several different systems can possess some
of the same causal powers. As a result of this concession Searle allows for systems other

95 Here we open a can of w o m on the philosophical question of identity. Just where the

line is drawn as to how many components can be added to a system to achieve a certain
causal power without altering the identity of that system is up for debate.
96 (Searle: "1s the Brain's Mind a Cornputer Program?", p. 29)

than brains to possess inteotionality. Nowhere is this clearer than in two of Searle's own
passages. Initially he writes-

"Asa matter of fact, cognition is a biological phenornena: mental States and
processes are caused by brain processes. This does not imply that only a
biological system could think, but it does imply that any alternative system,
whether made of silicoq beer ans, or whatever, would have to have the
relevant causal capacities equivalent to those of b r a i n ~ ' ' ~ ~ .
Expanciing this thought m e r he ad&"1have not tried to show that only biologically based systems like our brains

can think Right now those are the only systems we know for a fact can think,
but we might find other systems in the universe that c m produce conscious
thoughts, and we might even corne to be able to create thinking systems

artificially. 1 regard this issue as up for grabsNg8.

From the above two quotations it is clear that Searle's account of 'causal powers' is liberal
enough to avoid certain problems. For example, if Searle claimed that only carbon-based
systems (such as brains) could produce the necessary causal powers, then he would leave
himself open to the charge of neuronal chauvinism. This, if you recall, is the very
objection which plagued the type identity theorist. The thought of such a pitfall forces
away fiorn a strict interpretation of causal powen. The problern is that it is hard to
believe that only one type of system could produce the appropriate causal powers for
intentionality and that that system is the human brain. Thus, a liberal account of causal
powers is more forgiving for Searle. However, we might now ask whether or not such an

97 (Searle: "1s the Brain's Mind a Computer Program?", p.
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account allows for the possibility of computers with the correct causal powers possessing
intentionality. Surely Searle does not want to accept this. Yet, how can he avoid it?
Searle avoids this unwanted conclusion by arguing that computers do not have the

ability to possess causai powers of the type needed for intentionality. To reach this
conclusion he systematicaily elimiaates d l the possible sources for the relevant causal

powers. A cornputer, by dennition, wnsists of two components, its hardware\physical
system and its program. where the hardware is responsible for ninning the program.

Thus, if computers are to have the relevant causal powers, those causal powen must stem

from one of three sources. Causal powers might emanate nom the program alone, the
hardware alone, or the hardware nuinùigthe program. The inclusion of this last source is
presumably because the hardware ninning the program could have different causal
powen fiom the hardware alone. It is Searle's position to deny the relevant causal powen

to any of these sources.

On the bais of our above definition we cm divide Searle's causal powers argument
into two parts, one dealing with programs the other with hardware. First, consider the
program as a possible source for the relevant causal powen. Here Searle has something
quite direct to say. He states- "symbols and programs are purely abstract notions: they

have no essential physical properties to define them and can be implemented in any
physical medium whatsoever. The O's and I's, qua symbols, have no essential physical
properties and a fortiori have no physical, causal properties"99. Given this we can
constnict the following 'program' argument on Searletsbehalf
(1) Only physical entities can possess causal powen.

(2) Syntax or programs are, by definition, abstract and formai.
(3) Therefore, syntax or programs cannot possess causal powers.

99 (Searle: "1s the Brain's

Mind a Cornputer Program?, p. 27)

(4) Sources of intentiodity must possess causal powen.

(5) Therefore, syntax or programs cannot be a source of intentionality.

Granted that we cannot appeal to programs in defending strong AI, but what of the

physical system? 1s it possible for the hardware itself or in the process of running a
program to meet Searle's critena? At ieast one philosopher believes that a physical
system ninning a program is a candidate for such causai powers. In opposition to Searle

Daniel Demett states"Searle stresses that a computer program, being 'purely fonnal', has no causal

powers of its own Tme, but of course when a prograrn is physically realized
in some hardware, and atîached by 'transducen and effecton' to relevant
portions of the rest of the world, that physically realized prograrn can have
lots of causal powers.. .~ 1 0 0
According to Demett neither the program nor the hardware alone is sufficient for the
required causal powers. It is rather the conjunction of the two which produces
intentionality. Searle, however, is quick to rebut such a position. In doing so he not only
rejects Demett's proposal, but also any apped one might have had to hardware alone.
Specifically, he writesI have said above that formal symbols do not have causal properties. But of
course the program will always be implernented in some hardware or another,
and the hardware will have specific physical, causal powers. And any real
computer will give off various phenornena My cornputers, for example, give
off heat, and they make a humming noise and sometimes crunching sounds.
So is there some logically compelling reason why they could not also give off
consciousness? No. Scientincally the idea is not out of the question, but it is

Io0 (Dennett: "The Myth of the Cornputer An Exchange", p. 56)

not something the Chinese room is supposed to refute, and it is not something
that an adherent of strong AI would wish to defend, because any such giving

off would have to denve fiom the physical features of the implementing
medium. But the basic premise of strong Al is that the physical fatures of the
implementing medium are totally imlevant What matters are prognuns, and
prognims are purely formallO1.
Extracting the relevant parts we can read Searle's second or 'hardware' argument as:

(1) Causal powers are necessary for the production of intentionality.
(2) The thesis of strong AI holds that the physical system of a computer is

irrelevant to the production of intentionality.
(3) Therefore, based on its own striciures, strong AI excludes a cornputer's

hardware as a potential source for the relevant causal powers.
(4) Therefore, according to strong AI, the physical system of a computer

cannot be a source for intentionality.

The reasoning behind Searle's argument is as follows. Even if the hardware of a computer
did possess the relevant causal powers, strong AI must still account for the fact that the

same program could be run by a completely different hardware which did not possess the
relevant causal powers. As Searle states- "any other causal propehes that particular
realizations of the fosmal mode1 have, are irrelevant to the formal model because we can
always put the same forma1 model in a different realization where those causal properties
are obviously absent"lo2.Such logic, according to Searle, appiies whether we take
hardware in isolation or, like Dennett, in conjunction with a program. If hardware is
irrelevant, then neither hardware alone nor hardware running a program can serve as a

IO1 (Searle: "1s the Brain's Mind a Cornputer Program?", p. 3 1)
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possible source for the relevant causal powers because, once again, we can change the

hardware without changing the progrm. Thus, Searle's 'hardware' argument has the
effect of excluding two sources strong AI migbt look to for the correct causal powers.

Although previous responses to Searle were direct attacks upon his causal powers
argument a more appropnate reply for strong AI lies in agreeing that causal powers are
necessary for the production of intentionality. In this respect strong AI is in full
agreement with Searle. Where strong AI disagrees, however, is with respect to what
foliows from such a claim. What strong AI rejects is Searle's idea that the necessity of
causal powen coupled with strong ATs daim that hardware is helevant logidly
excludes hardware as a source for the necessary causal powers. In rejecting this daim
strong AI attacks prernises 2 and 3 of Searle's hardware argument which state that strong

AI cannot appeal to the hardware of a system for the relevant causal powers.
Contrary to what Searle argues the thesis of strong AI is compatible with his causal
powen argument. The fact is that Searle's conclusion is the result of an overrealous
portrayal of the strong AI position in creating this strawman Searle depicts strong AI as a
ngid and unfathomable d o c t ~ embraced
e
only by those who have failed to gasp the
cornpleteness of his 'biological n a t ~ r a l i s r n ~This
~ ~ is
' . far fiom the mah and here is why.

The incompatibility thesis stems from an implied inference created by Searle. Through
the omission of certain details, Searle tries to persuade the reader that strong AI

completely disregards the role of a cornputer's hardware in the production of
intentionality. Searle lists as one of the main tenets of strong AI the belief that hardware
is simply irrelevant. What the reader m u t keep in mind is that irrelevant in this case
should not be equated with unnecessary. The a priori argument against cornputer

lo3 The main c l a h of Searle's

biological natunilism is that mental phenornena are
caused by neurophysiological processes in the b r i n and are themselves features of the
brain.

hardware possessing causal powers only works if we grant Searle the move from

irrelevant to unaecessary. If this move is denieci, then strong AI has an opening in which
to appeal to for the so-called necessary causal powea. For strong AI both the physical
system of a computer and its program are needed to b

~ about
g intentionality. Although

the prirnary104factor for strong AI continues to be the program, there is Little doubt that

hardware is necessary to get it &g;

without such a source the program is stagnant and

unrealized But now why is it that this necessity cannot yield the appropriate causal
powen? According to Searle the problem lies in the unending variety of physical systems
which can be used to run the same program. A divergence in hardware almost guarantees

an absence of the causal powers needed for intentionality. This however is an
overstatement on the part of Searle. It simply is not the case that just any physical system
will be capable of running any program. For example, a stack of beercans is not capable
of -ng

a program such as Windows 3.1. The same reasoning can be applied in the

case of mentality. A program with the complexity that strong AI imagines to be suitable

for mentality cannot be run on just any hardware, but must be instantiated by one of
considerable complexity and strength. Hypothetically, complexity may arnount to the fact
that the system is electtochemical while strength may refer to the speed of the
microprocessor. Surely, the prognun which constitutes mentality will exclude crude

systems such as beercans and toilet paper rolls. It would seem therefore that apart from
strong AI'S claim(or Searle's miscomtruing of it) that hardware is irrelevant there lies the
reality that only certain hardware are complex enough to do the job. Consequently, one
might include as a necessary condition for intentionality a physical medium of specified

lo4 By primary here 1merely mean that which is constant in every type of mental state.
We can conûast this with hardware which is necessary yet secondary. According to
strong AI it may vary somewhat though still perform its function of realizing the
program-

complexity. 1do not see much debate in this point as 1believe it follows quite naturally
nom the position of strong AI.
Another naairal consequence of this approach is that complex programs breed the
necessity of specific causal powers. Let me explain m e r . If we granf as above, that
complex hardware are necessary to nia complex prognuns, then we must also accept,
trivially, that hardware does so by way of its causal powen. Certainly Searle would agree
with such a claim. Given this we can deduce m e r that causal powers are necessary to
instantiate complex programs. But will any causal powers do? Presumably not The

causal powen in this case must at least emanate from a cornplex physical system, one
capable ofnuuiing a complex prognun. In al1 of this we have done just what Searle said
we couid not, we have appealed to a cornputer hardware's causal powen. And contrary to
Searle we cannot eliminate these causal powers simply by changing physicai systems
since by virtue of each hardware's complexity they al1 have at least one causal power in
cornmon, namely, the power to instantiate a complex prograrn.
It is ûue that certain causal powers are necessary, but are these the sarne causal

powers which Searle makes reference to? Are these the causal powers that generate
intentionality? For the advocate of strong AI this must be the claim. It in fact t u m s out
that the causal powers necessary for instantiating the program(P-powen) are just those

needed to produce intentionality(1-powen). According to Sîrong AI P-powen are
equivalent to 1-powers. Recall that 1-powers make reference to only the potential of a
particular hardware, in this case the potential to produce intentionality. As before a clear
division must be made between the potential of a physical system, which we cal1 a causal
or conditional power, and the actualization of such a power. In refemng to 1-powers we
emphasize a potentid and not the conditions which must hold to bring it about. Thus,
1-powers refer not to actual intentionality but rather the potential for it. That k i n g said it

seems an easy enough move for Searle to distinguish between two types of causal

powers, P-powers and 1-powen, and to claim M e r that the two are not equivalent It
follows from this that P-powers can exist independently fiom 1-powers, that instantiation
can exist while intentionality does not. Thus, Searle is willing to g a n t strong AI the
causai powen necessary for instantiation but not the equation of 1-powers with P-pwers.

The fact that strong AI equates P-powers and 1-powers shows only one thing, namely,
that they have a penchant for ad hoc deductions. There is absolutely no basis for
concluding such a thing for it would surely be a miracle if the equivalence were to hold.
The totality of the Searlekrong AI debate has corne down to one al1 encompassing
question- Do P-powen equal 1-powers? Note that this question is tantamount to asking
whether progmms alone are enough for mentality or whether something additional is
necessary. If P-powen are nothing but 1-powen, as strong Ai claims, then the simple act
of ninning the correct program will also instill a systern with intentionality. Alternately,
if P-powers are decidedly different from 1-powers, as Searle claims, then programs alone
will not be sflicient to produce intentionality. Given these options, who is correct? Do
P-powers equal 1-powen or dont they? Thus far neither strong AI nor Searle have
produced a convincing argument for their metaphysical position. Two alternatives
emerge as a result of this stalemate. One is to admit that the metaphysical question is
unanswerable, to become a sceptic with respect to the rnetaphysics of intentionality. In
doing so we m u t also claim ignorance to questions involving a computeh ability to
possess intentionality. If causal powers are necessary for intentionality but one cm never

know which ones, then it becomes impossible to argue for strong AI let alone Searle's
position. The undesirability of such ignorance leads one away from a skeptical stance to a
more optimistic approach If howledge is our aim, and I assume it is, then we must find

a principled way to choose between cornpethg metaphysics. But can this be achieved?
Clearly natmlism gives us a principled way of deciding whether P-powen equal
1-powers. Methodological naturalism amounts to the daim that we should accept or

reject theories based on how adequately they explain the data in a given field In
accepting a theory as a best explanation we also accept dl the entities and featues

posited by that theory since presumably it is the metaphysics which accounts for the
success of the overall theory. Within the philosophy of mind the theory which best

explains and predicts our behavior is hctionalism in attempting to explain human
behavior fiinctionalism employs mental states as theoretical objects. Additionally, mental
states are defined fùnctionally, by their role, rather than their physical origin, in the
mental life of the organism. It is functionalism's abstract view of mental states which
allows psychologists to isolate the causes and effects of o u .behavior. Such isolation, in
him, enhances the predictive success of our psychological theory.

In the case under

review strong AI becomes our best psychological theory. Being a sirand of hctionalism
proper105we can çafely daim it to be explanatorily superior to any theory Searle

e ~ ~ o u s e Because
s ~ ~ . of this superiority we are also required, by the principle of
naturalism, to accept al1 the entities and features posited by strong AI. One such feahire
of strong AI is the daim that P-powers are equivalent to 1-powen, that P-powers are
capable of running programs and producing intentionality. Here we are in direct
opposition to Searle's belief that P-powers are metaphysically distinct fiom 1-powen. The
problem for Searle is that within naturalism there is no justification for such a claim.
Explanatorily we gain nothing from positing the existence of a special feature(i.e.subjectivity) which would require a distinction between P-powen and 1-powers. In this
regard Searle is being metaphysically inefficient. If we can achieve the same explanatory
and predictive success without invoking 1-powers, then we must do so. Functionalism
shows us that we cm and do. Thus, there becomes no explanatory putpose for separating

'O5

1take functionalism proper to be a generic form of fùnctionalism which holds, at the

ver-least, that mental states are states playing a functional role in a causal economy.
lo6 In fact Searle never explicitiy endorses a particular psychological theory.

P-powers nom 1-powers. If such a purpose exists it exists outside of naturaIism. Granted
one can always question naturalism itself.

h nahiralism conect? Does naturalism lead necessarily to strong AI? The answer to
the first of these questions was given above. Naturalism is at Ieast pragmatically correct
in two senses. First, it avoids the pitfall of scepticism which was a potential source of

angst Second and of related importance, naturaiism gives us a principled way of
choosing between competing rnetaphysics. Our choice is not based upon an arbitrary
decision but results fiom a concrete philosophical p ~ c i p l eone
, which, at the moment,
lacks cornpetitors. We therefore accept naturaiism not because it can be proven true but
rather because it gets us out of a metaphysical jam. When justimng naturalism we look
to its pragmatic naturelo7. In response to o u second question regarding the comection
between naturaiism and strong AI we can safely state that nahiralism minimally leads to

fùnctionaiism proper. The specific type of functionalism, with its adjoining metaphysics,
that we regard as our best psychology is, however, debatable. Therefore, even though
functiondism proper constitutes our best psychology we need not feel obliged to accept
its most extrerne forrn in strong AI. As much as this is true keep in mind that our original
dilemma was framed as a choice between only two competing metaphysics, one which
sought a distinction between P-powers and Epowen, the other which did not In
advocating naturalism our motivation was to find a principled way around such a

deadlock. Our task was not to find a principled way of choosing between al1 competing
theories of mind but rather between two, strong AI and Searle's biologicd naturalism. In
so far as our problem can be wnstrued this narrowly we have found a feasible means to

The obvious reason why we cannot claim that naturalism justifies a pragmatic theory
of tmth is because naturaIism allowed us to choose such a theory in the first place. Thus,
'O7

the justification is circular.

its solution. To avoid metaphysical scepticism we adopt naturaiism. Nahiralism equates
P-powers with 1-powea and consequently validates strong AI as a viable theory of minci.
Above we saw that the p ~ c i p l of
e naturalism was needed to decide between the

competing metaphysics of strong AI and Searle's biological naturalism. But how about
other forms of hctiooalism? Given that strong AI is the most extreme version of
fÙnctionalism(and hence the least likely to be held) it is interesting to speculate on
whether Searle's causal powers argument or the principles on which it rests can be
applied, with effectiveaess, to alternate fùnctiodist theories such as folk psychological
functionalism, psychofunctionalism, or Turing machine fùnctionalism? If it c m Searle
may be able to salvage a podon of his biological naturalism. In what follows 1will
explore this possibility.
Perhaps the easiest method for an analysis of this type is to directly compare the
principles held by each perspective theory. Once here we will be able to access the scope
of Searle's position with geater accuracy. For our purposes we can group the remaining
three functionalist theories together since they al1 differ fiom strong Ai in one

hdarnental way. Not only does strong AI attempt to provide a functional explanation of
mental states(1ike other functionalist theories), but it also m e s to give a detailed blueprint
of human information processing in hope that it cm be duplicated in non-human systems.
Some might argue at this point that FP(folk psychological) functionalists seek just as rich
a blueprint as that sou& by strong AI. This might be the case but the initial motivation
of FP functionalists is not duplicating human mental states in non-human systems.
Initially FP functionalism is concerned with concept anaiysis even if the logical outcome
of such analysis is duplication. In contrast strong AI begins with the premise that
duplicating human mental states is possible. Indeed, duplication is the goal of strong AI'S
research program. According to strong AI functional isomorphism at the micro-level, not
just the macro-level, is the necessaiy difference between simulating human mental states

and duplicating them(This is what separates Turing machine functionalism fiorn strong
AI). For duplication to occur non-human systems m u t mirmr the causal\fiinctional

pathways found in human brains. In cornparison, non-machine venions of fûnctionaiism

and Turing machine functïonalism initially concem themselves not with the duplication
of human mental states, but rather with the fiuictionai reduction of mental states or ternis.
To these theones we can minimally attribute the following beliefs:
(1) Mental states are functional states of an organism. They are to be defined
by the role they play in a system's causal architecture, not by their ontologicai

nature.
(2) Ontologically, fiuictional states are most often held to be physical states.
(3) By definition various physicai states can al1 play the same functional role.

However, the functional role of a particular mental state remains constant(4) Mental states are reducible to token physical states but not type physical

states. Hence the need for a higher level fùnctional reduction.
(5) Functionalists, in accepting the traditional categories, deny subjectivity as

the essence of the mental.
How does stmng AI differ? In addition to these beliefs strong Ai is committed to a quite
specific research program. It is strong AI'S position that the mind works in a
cornputationai(or comectionist) fashion where duplication involves recreating the brain's
program(or architecture in the case of comectionism) in artifcial systems. To this extent
strong AI serves as the most radical form of fllnctionalism.

h stark contrast to both non-machine venions of fiinctionaiism and Turing
machine functionalism stands Searle's biological natudism. It can be roughly
characterite by its acceptance of the foliowing claims conceming the mind:
(1) The essence of the mental is its subjectivity. Subjectivity marks an
ontological category which is not reducible to the physical.

(2) Mentai phenomena are caused by neurophysiological processes in the

brain and are themselves features of the brah
(3) Human brains produce mental statedsubjectivity by way of their causal

powers.
(4) Causal powen are necessary to produce mental statedsubjectivity.

(5) These necessary causal powea can be possessed by a variety of different

physiud systerns. Human brains are not the only systems to have mental
statedsubjectivity.
(6) Syntax, by definition, has no physicaVcausa1 powers.

Searle's position clearly attacks strong AI at its foundations, specifically the idea îhat

mental tokens are reducible to physicd tokens. Plainly, Searle wants to deny the
possibility of token physicalism. For Searle the subjectivity of the mental is a causally
emergent property of the physical; it is a higher level property that is in no way reducible
to the physical. By way of example Searle defines an emergent property as the following:
Suppose we have a system, S, made up of elements a, b, c... For example, S
rnight be a Stone and the elements might be molecules. In general, there will

be features of S that are not, or not necessady, features of a, b, c...For
example, S might weigh ten pounds, but the moiecules individually do not
weigh ten pounds. Let us caU such features "system features". Some system
features can be deduced or figured out or calcuiated from the features of a, b,
c... just from the way these are composed and arranged Examples of these
would be shape, weight, and velocity. But some other system features cannot
be figured out just from the composition of the elements and environmental

relations; they have to be explained in terms of the causal interactions among
the elements. Let's cal1 these "causally emergent system features". Solidity,

liquidity, and transparency are examples of causally emergent system
features Op.
Exttapolating, Searle goes on to claim that subjectivity can be included as just another
example of a causally emergent system feature. Thus, nothing mysterious surrounds the
notion of subjectivity since it can be likened to more familiar examples. The importance
of such a cornparison eventually leads Searle to the stronger daim that mental states(of
which subjectivity is a feature) are not ontologically reducible in the same way that water
is reducible to H20or light is to electromagnetic waves. The subjectivity of the mental is

a macro-level property which is caused by micro-level properties, but not reducible to
those lower level properties. In analysis Jeffkey Hershfield remarks that Searle

...likens subjectivity to macro-level physical prophes such as liquidity and
hardness. A property such as liquidity is causally emergent on micro-level
properties of the molecules that make up the liquid: the former is caused by
and reaiized in the latter. AIthough liquidity is realized in the micro-structure,
it is not reducible to that microstructure. In an analogous manner, subjectivity
is held to be causally emergent on the micro-level properties of the brain:
subjective mental States are caused by, and realkd in, the micro-structure of
the braidog

The problem with trying to apply the principles inherent in Searle's biological
naturaiism/causal powers argument to other forms of functionalism is that there exists a
fiuidamental difference between the two which prohibits further analysis. Al1

fûnctionalist theories, whether strong AI or otherwise, believe that the principle of
subjectivity embraced by Searle is, in fact, reducible to a physical state of the brain or

los (Searle: n e R e a c o v e ~
of t

p. 1 i 1)
Jeff Henhfield, "Searle's Regimen for RediscoveMg the Mind," Dialornie 36, no. 2
(Spring 1997),p. 362-3.
w

CNS. In opposition, Searle argues that the physical is indeed responsible for subjectivity,

in the sense that it causes if but it is not thereafter reducible to it. As was the case before
there is a decision to be made concerning altemate theories; there is a need for a
principled way of choosing between two competing ontological theories. One states that
the mentai is nothing but the physical, the other that it is something over and above the
physical. Unfortunately for Searle the principle of naturdism seems, once again, to be the
only principle available for makhg this decision In the same way that we were forced,
by the tbreat of scepticism, to employ it in deciding whether or not P-powers were
equivalent to 1-powers so to must we employ it in answering the question of reduction
Because fùnctionalism turns out to be the best theory of minci on the evidence we are
pennitted, based on the principle of naturalism, to accept its materialist ontology.
Therefore, mental states are nothing but token physical states, while type mental states
are functional states. To this extent we have directly refuted Searle's biological
naturalism. We have shown not only that functionalism is correct on the question of
reduction, but also, as a result, that Searle's causal powers argument has no effect on

venions of fùnctionalism other than strong AI.

CONCLUSION
As we have seen John Searle's attack on strong AI failed for a number of reasons.

Most notable was the fact that his causal powers argument rested upon faise assumptions
conceming the position of strong AI. I thus concluded that given a proper reading of their
thesis the program of strong AI remains, at least, conceivable. But after saying this we

might want to tnily ask ourselves- How conceivable is the research program of strong AI?
Recall that the goal of strong AI or cognitive psychology is to:

...account for the various activities that connitute intelligence- perception,
memory, inference, deliberation, ieaming, language use, motor control,
and so on- by postulating a system of internai states govemed by a system
of computational procedures, or an interactive set of such systems
govemed by a set of such procedures. The aim is to piece to together an
outline of the actual functional organization of the human nervous
system...[in hope of duplicating it in artificial systems].lL0
Admittedly, this seems like a ta11 order to fill. Thus, given the enormity of their task one

might again pose the question- 1s it at al1 conceivable that researchen will construct and
configure a purely physical device capable of duplicating human mentality or does this

appear a fancifûl dream on their part?
Initially, research being done in program writing AI was unconvincing. Early
attempts at duplication often produced recurrent dificulties. One common question

asked by researchers was-

Why is it that the brain is so much better than even the most cunnllrgly

programmai machines at perfonning certain familiar tasks[i.e. facial
recognition, motor coordination, and leaming], and so much poorer than
even the sirnplest cornputers at performing others[i.e. number crunching,
theorem proving, and list çearching]? l I

Upon analysis researchea came to realize that part of the answer lie in the way a digital
computer was stnictured. Specifically, they targeted the cornputer's central processing
unit(CPU). Within a digital computer the CPU

...is the bctional core of the system. It is the manipulator of the various
formdae fed into it; it embodies and executes the basic transformation
d e s of the machine. Computation, or information processing, consists in
the mie-govemed transformation of formdae into other formdae, and that

'

is the job of the CPU. l2
The problem researchers found was that the CPU,though amazingly fast, ofien
encountered processing bottienecks due to the fact that it could only perform one
computation at a time. The serial processing done by the CPU was discovered to be
inadequate for many of the complex activities the brain performs. For example, even
though a computer can execute one million distinct computations per second, if the task
of facial recognition requires one billion computations per second, a computer is going to
be slow by brain standards.

Limitations in senal processing digitai cornputers have, in recent years, forced
scientists to focus more closely upon the chernical and physical makeup of the braia Out

of the various efforts of the neurosciences has emerged the fact that brains, unlike

' (Churchland: m

l2 (Churchland: Matter

d Co.C
-o

p. 120)
p. 102)

cornputers, process Monnation simultaneously or in parallel. The brain, strictiy
speaking, has no CPU through wfüch al1 of its computations must pas. Bmins appear to
have "a structure that allows for billions of simple computations to be performed
simultaneously. Since each of these computations is very simple, it is executed swiftIy by
only one of the billions of distinct celIs that the brain contains, and it is al1 done in such a
fashion that their collective output embodies the completed solution to the problem at
hand". l3 Armed with new information AI researchers have tned to develop parallel
processing machines in hope of more closely minoring certain human abilities. Early
atternpts seem promising. For one @le1

systems are much faster than their senal

counterparts, a notable advancement in itself. Additionally, however, parallel processors
not only remain fiuictionally persistent despite darnage to the system but also have the
ability to employ previous knowledge to new situations. Although these facts are clear
improvements over serial processing machines, one cannot help think that it wil1 be a
long time before scientists create a system capable of duplicating the scope or breadth of

human information processing. Therefore, in reassessing our original concem regarding
the conceivability of strong AI it must be admitted that the advancements being made by
researchers are rather small given the larger picture. One concession, however, is the fact

that any advancement in the way of duplication will almost assuredly enhance both the
explanatory and predictive success of our working psychological theoiy.
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